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Guidelines and Practice
Directions
for ICAC staff
pursuant to section 129 of the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption Act

Note: These Guidelines and Practice Directions must be kept under review and are therefore subject
to change. We have a continuing obligation to ensure that we are familiar with these Guidelines and
Practice Directions, especially the extent and limits of our jurisdiction.
Practice directions are marked (D).
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Introduction
1.

All references to ‘the Act’ in this document refer to the Independent Commissioner Against
Corruption Act 2017 (NT) unless stated otherwise.

2.

Any reference to “the ICAC” is a reference to the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption.
All references to ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘our’ refer to the Office of the ICAC (OICAC) unless stated otherwise.

3.

These Guidelines and Directions will be reviewed after six months of operation and, at minimum,
annually thereafter.

Policy context
4.

5.

6.

7.

We perform our tasks pursuant to the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption Act 2017
(the Act) within three contexts:
a)

the objects and jurisdiction of the Act;

b)

the right of a person to seek judicial review of our actions;1

c)

as an agency of the Northern Territory Government (NTG).

The OICAC operates within the objects of the Act to act upon wrongdoing in public administration
by:
a)

preventing or minimising improper conduct;

b)

giving the public confidence that improper conduct will be dealt with;

c)

enabling persons to detect, report, investigate and prosecute improper conduct; and

d)

protecting people who expose or report improper conduct.2

The OICAC operates to supplement the Northern Territory’s existing methods of dealing with
improper conduct by:
a)

investigating the most serious, systemic, and sensitive improper conduct;

b)

ensuring that all improper conduct is dealt with by an appropriate entity;

c)

coordinating a response to improper conduct with others where necessary; and

d)

facilitating the prosecution of offences and disciplinary action involving improper conduct.3

Importantly, the ICAC is given coercive powers to compel the production of evidence not given
to other law enforcement agencies.

1

s20(3).
ss 3 and 18.
3
Ibid.
2
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8.

The OICAC is independent, and operates independently. We are not subject to the direction of
any person about the way in which we perform our functions, or the priority that we give to any
particular matter.4

9.

The independence of the OICAC does not mean that we are free to do as we wish. We are subject
to the following:
e) the Act;
f)

the right of a person to seek judicial review of our actions5; and/or

g) constraints upon our behaviour as an agency of the Northern Territory Government
(NTG).
10. Nobody can force the ICAC to conduct itself in any particular manner in respect of an
investigation, a referral, and in reporting and making public statements and recommendations.6
11. However, it must be kept in mind always that we are subject to a person’s right to seek judicial
review of any administrative action that we might take7.
12. Further, as employees of the Northern Territory Government, we must comply with the
obligations of such officers.

4

s21.
s20(3).
6
s64.
7
s20(3).
5
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Obligations under the ICAC Act
13. The objects of the Act, and therefore our objects, are to act upon wrongdoing in respect of public
administration. We are to do that by –
a)

preventing or minimising improper conduct;

b)

giving the public confidence that improper conduct will be dealt with;

c)

enabling persons to detect, report, investigate and prosecute improper conduct;

d)

protecting people who expose or report improper conduct; and

e)

in addition to the Territory’s existing methods of dealing with improper conduct by
i.

investigating the most serious, systemic and sensitive improper conduct;

ii.

ensuring that all improper conduct is dealt with by an appropriate entity;

iii.

coordinating a response to improper conduct with others where necessary;

iv.

facilitating the prosecution of offences involving improper conduct9.

14. We have very broad powers, namely, “all things necessary or convenient to be done” in order to
perform our function10.
15. (D) Therefore, given the endowment of such broad powers, no power is to be exercised without
proper and serious consideration of the purpose for which that power is to be used, the necessary
limits on the use of that power, and whether or not a lesser power can be used to achieve the
same effect.
16. (D) We are required to act in the public interest if we have a discretion in the manner in which
we can perform a function under the Act.11 The matters in respect of ‘public interest’ are set out
in Schedule 1 to the Act and we must familiarise ourselves with those matters.
17. We are independent, and operate independently, in that we are not subject to the direction by
any person about the way in which we perform our functions, or the priority that we give to any
particular matter.12
18. That does not mean that we are free to do as we wish. We are subject to the matters set out
above, namely the Act, judicial review, and the constraints upon behaviour as an agency of the
Northern Territory Government (NTG). See paragraphs 4 and 9 above.
19. (D) Because of the endowment of a very significant right to operate independently, it gives rise
to a greater obligation on our part to analyse any given situation, and bring to bear proper
reasoning in order to establish the manner in which we perform our tasks.

9

ss3, 18.
s19.
11
s20.
12
s21.
10
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Reporting improper conduct
20. Our function, in the main, will be enlivened by information received in at least three different
ways –
a)

a mandatory report made under s22;

b)

a voluntary report given to a public body or public officer, and then given to the ICAC
pursuant to s22(5)(b);

c)

a report from a nominated recipient pursuant to s97;

d)

information voluntarily given to the ICAC from any other source.

21. (D) Our obligation is to ensure that nothing stands in the way of the free flow of reports, including
any procedural steps that we may establish, and any risk, personally, to the reporter.
22. (D) Our communication must be simple and direct, our procedures must be understandable and
clear, and confidences must be kept at all times.
23. (D) In addition, we must turn our mind to the protection of a person or a public body making a
report. See subsequent comment in respect of s98 and Schedule 2.

What is improper conduct?
24. The ICAC Act defines improper conduct as each of the following:
a)

corrupt conduct

b)

misconduct

c)

unsatisfactory conduct

d)

anti-democratic conduct

e)

conduct constituting an offence under the ICAC Act

f)

secondary conduct, that is, assisting someone in relation to conduct mentioned in (a)
through (e) above.

25. The following explanations provide a brief overview and examples of key definitions related to
improper conduct. This is not intended to be considered as exhaustive, and reference should
always be made to the ICAC Act.

Corrupt conduct (s10)
26. The best known description is corrupt conduct.
27. The ICAC Act defines corrupt conduct as conduct engaged in by a public officer (whether or not
the identity of the public officer is known) or by a public body:
a)

that constitutes an offence, whether in the Territory or elsewhere, for which the maximum
penalty is imprisonment for a term of at least two (2) years, with or without a fine; and
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b)

that constitutes reasonable grounds for dismissing or terminating the services of a public
officer; and
c) that is connected to public affairs, and involves any of the following:
i. dishonesty;
ii. failure to manage adequately an actual or perceived conflict of interest;
iii. a breach of public trust;
iv. the illegal, unauthorised or otherwise inappropriate performance of official functions;
v. inappropriate conduct in relation to official information; or
vi. an adverse effect on the honest, impartial or effective performance of official functions
by any public officer or public body or group of public officers or bodies.
28. Conduct is also corrupt conduct if it is conduct engaged in by a public body, minister, an MLA, or
local councillor that is connected to public affairs and involves a serious breach of trust.
29. A breach of public trust is defined in s13. If a public body or public officer acts in a way which is
inconsistent with their obligation, including not acting in the public interest, and actions were
intentional or reckless, then it is a breach of public trust.
30. Conduct is also corrupt conduct if it is engaged in by a person (whether or not a public officer or
public body) that could impair public confidence in public administration that involves any of the
following:
a)

collusive tendering;

b)

intentionally or recklessly providing false or misleading information in relation to an
application for a licence, permit or other authority under legislation designed to;

c)

i.

promote or protect health and safety, public health, the amenity of an area; or

ii.

facilitate the management and commercial exploitation of resources;

misappropriating or misusing public resources, or assisting in or dishonestly benefitting from
the misappropriate or misuse of public resources;

d)

dishonestly obtaining or retaining employment or appointment as a public officer.

31. Conduct is also corrupt conduct if it is engaged in by a person (whether or not a public officer or
public body) that constitutes:
a)

an offence against Part IV, Divisions 1 to 5 of the Criminal Code (offences against the
administration of law and justice and against public authority); or

b)

an offence against ss118 or 119 of the Criminal Code (false statements under oath or solemn
declaration; false declarations and statements); or

c)

an offence adversely affecting, directly or indirectly, the honest, impartial or effective
performance of official functions by any public officer or public body or group of public
officers or public bodies, and that is prescribed by regulation.
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32. Examples of corrupt conduct include, but are not limited to:
a)

intervening in a procurement process to ensure someone you know gets the contract; or

b)

as a selection panel member for public officer position, not disclosing that you are in a
relationship with one of the applicants; or

c)

using discretionary powers that form part of your official duties to personally benefit
yourself or others; or

d)

submitting false invoices for payment to your personally or to someone known to you.

Misconduct (s11)
33. The ICAC Act defines misconduct as conduct engaged in by a public officer (whether or not the
identity of the public officer is known), or by a public body:
a)

that constitutes an offence, whether in the Territory or elsewhere, for which the maximum
penalty is a fine, or imprisonment for a term of less than two (2) years (with or without a
fine), that is connected to public affairs; or

b)

that constitutes reasonable grounds for taking disciplinary action against the officer (short
of dismissal or termination of appointment) or varying the officer’s terms of appointed, that
is connected to public affairs and is mentioned in s10(2)(c) with respect to corrupt conduct;
or

c)

that is engaged in by a public body, judicial officer, a minister, an MLA or a local councillor
that is connected to public affairs and involves a breach of public trust (for a judicial officer
or the Director of Public Prosecutions) or a breach of public trust not amounting to a serious
breach of public trust (for a public body, minister, MLA or councillor).

34. Note the reference here to a breach of trust. The difference between a breach of trust
constituting corruption and this breach of trust is that this breach of trust is not as serious. But it
is, nevertheless, misconduct.

Unsatisfactory conduct (s12)
35. The ICAC Act defines unsatisfactory conduct as conduct engaged in by a public officer (whether
or not the identity of the public officer is known), or by a public body:
a)

that involves illegality, impropriety, negligence or incompetence; and

b)

that is connected to public affairs; and

c)

which results in:
i.

substantial mismanagement of public resources; or

ii.

the inappropriate or significantly ineffective use of public resources; or

iii.

substantial mismanagement in relation to the performance of official functions; or
9
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iv.

substantial detriment to the public interest.

36. With respect to the above paragraph, incompetence:
a)

is conduct that would not be engaged in by a reasonable public officer of public body:
i.

having the skills and knowledge reasonably expected of a person or body with the role
of the public officer or public body; and

ii.
b)

having taken appropriate steps to obtain adequate resources, information and advice.

does not include action:
iii.

that is less than best practice; or

iv.

that is a matter of policy about which reasonable public officers or public bodies may
disagree.

37. Unsatisfactory conduct does not include any conduct engaged in by a judicial officer in the
performance of judicial functions.

Who is a public officer?
38. Public officers are separately defined in the ICAC Act.13 The definition includes:
a)

a minister;

b)

a Member of the Legislative Assembly;

c)

a judicial officer;

d)

the holder of an office established under an Act who is appointed by the Administrator or a
minister;

e)

a member, officer or employee of a public body;

f)

any other person engaged, whether under the Contracts Act or otherwise, by or on behalf
of a person mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (e) in relation to the performance of official
functions.

39. Note the broad descriptions of public officer under (e) and (f). If you are such a person associated
with a public body as set out below, you are a public officer for the purposes of these directions.
If you are associated with a non-government organisation (NGO), for example, as a member, an
officer, or an employee, then you have an obligation under these directions if you receive NTG
funds.
40. Note that public officers have obligations separate from, and in addition to, any obligations that
a public body has to report corrupt conduct.

13

s16(2)(a)-(f).
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What is a public body?
41. A public body is each of the following: 14
a)

an Agency;

b)

a local government council;

c)

the Police Force;

d)

a court;

e)

a board, commission, tribunal or other body established under an Act that has judicial or
quasi-judicial functions in the performance of its deliberative functions;

f)

a body, whether incorporated or not, established under an Act;

g)

a body whose members, or a majority of whose members, are appointed by the
Administrator or a minister;

h)

a government owned corporation;

i)

a nursing home;

j)

a public hospital;

k)

a university;

l)

any other body, whether incorporated or not:
i.

that receives, directly or indirectly, public resources; or

ii.

performing a public function on behalf of the Territory, a public body or a public officer
(whether under contract or otherwise).

42. Note the broad definition of a public body. It includes any body (whether incorporated or not)
which receives public resources.
43. Public resources are defined as:15
a)

money, assets and infrastructure of the Territory or a public body; or

b)

intellectual property of, and licences held by, the Territory or a public body; or

c)

human resources of the Territory or a public body or public officer; or

d)

any other resources of, or available to, the Territory or a public body or public officer,
including resources held under trust.

44. If you receive any of these resources as a result of a contract with a public body, then the
resources that you receive are public resources16, even in your hands.
45. If you receive public resources as a result of a contract with a public body or public officer, then
you become a public body for the purposes of the mandatory reporting.17 You may be, for
14

s16(1) (a)-(l).
s14(1)(a)-(d).
16
s14(2).
17
s14.
15
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example, an NGO, a contractor, a consultant, or a sporting club. Your obligation to report
improper conduct arises if you receive public resources, whether it be as a result of a contract, or
a grant.
46. If you are an employee of such a public body, you must report suspected improper conduct
because you are defined as a public officer.
47. A public officer or public body must report improper conduct to the ICAC, even in the event that
it has already been referred to another public body or public officer, including but not limited to,
the Ombudsman, the Auditor-General or the Northern Territory Police Force.18
48. A public officer or a public body must report improper conduct to the ICAC, unless the public
officer or public body knows, for a fact, that the conduct has already been report to the ICAC.
This does not prevent the making of potentially second reports of the same conduct if the public
officer or public body is not convinced, as a matter of fact, that the conduct has indeed already
been reported to the ICAC.
49. A public officer or public body must report improper conduct as soon as practicable after the
public body or public officer forms a reasonable suspicion as to the conduct. With respect to
what constitutes a reasonable suspicion, refer to ‘Defining the use of Reasonable’
50. A report of improper conduct by a public officer or public body must include, in so far as the
reporter knows:
a)

the details of the matter that the public officer or public body suspects is improper conduct;

b)

the identity of all persons and entities (whether public officers, public bodies or otherwise)
suspected of having been involved in the suspected improper conduct;

c)

how the suspected improper conduct became known to the public officer or public body;

d)

any evidence that may be relevant to the suspected improper conduct, such as
documentation; and

e)

the names of any persons that who can give evidence relevant to the suspected improper
conduct.

51. A report of improper conduct should be made via the ICAC website, or through pre-determined
reporting channels made in agreement between the ICAC and public bodies (see below –
nominated recipient).

18

s22(2)(c).
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What we do with a report
52. Consequent upon reports received, we can –
a)

conduct an audit or review of practices, policy or procedure to see if improper conduct has
occurred, or is at risk of occurring19;

b)

make preliminary inquiries20;

c)

refer a matter to a referral entity21;

d)

commence an investigation.22

53. Note that each of those processes can engage the power to investigate under ss31 to 38, and the
general information gathering powers of ICAC under Part IV of the Act, ss66 to 77. In respect of
those provisions see below.
54. Subsequent to an audit, review, and/or preliminary enquiries, a determination can be made
whether or not to refer the matter to a referral entity or commence an investigation, or to do
both.
55. (D) A decision to send a matter to a referral entity will be determined, principally, upon a
consideration of the matters in s3(e) and Sch1 para4, where our task is to investigate the most
serious, systemic and sensitive improper conduct, but to ensure that other improper conduct is
dealt with, either by another entity or by us.
56. (D) A decision in respect of such matters can only be made upon adequate information. Matters
may not appear initially to be serious, systemic and sensitive, so adequate information must be
received and investigations done in order to make that determination.
57. (D) In addition, we augment the current framework that exists in agencies for responding to
improper conduct and, if improper conduct can be dealt with adequately by another entity then
a decision should be made to refer the matter to that agency.
58. We possess powers in respect of referrals previously not given to other entities such as the Public
Interest Disclosure Commissioner. That is because we have a continuing obligation to address
improper conduct and to supplement processes.
59. A process within another entity may be too slow or conducted without sufficient skill or
understanding, and in each case justice is not done and the purposes of the Act are unfulfilled. It
is for that purpose that we can give direction to that referral entity on the manner in which the
matter is to be treated. This can include direction on whether or not reporting requirements are
adequate and should be reframed, and to report back to us on the actions taken by the entity on
the referral, and the outcome of those actions.
60. (D) However, we cannot give a direction which is beyond that entity’s power, or is incompatible
with that entity’s functions. We cannot give them more power than they have23.
19

s23.
s24.
21
s25.
22
s31.
23
s28.
20
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61. It is important to note that we can require that entity to disclose information to us in relation to
a referral or potential referral, even though that entity has an obligation, otherwise, not to
disclose material.24
62. We may consult with a public body before making a referral25.
63. (D) It would be an unusual circumstance where we did not consult with a public body before
making a referral. That consultation would consider the matters in s28(4), namely whether or not
it would be beyond a power, or incompatible with the entity’s functions to comply with any
direction by us, the skill of the entity to conduct such an investigation, the capacity of the entity
to conduct such an investigation, and the reasonableness of any directions, given the size and the
scope of the investigation, and the size and scope of the entity.
64. (D) Any directions would keep in mind the need for a prompt investigation to ensure maximum
material remains available, the retention of documents and material, a timeframe within which
any report back to us is to occur, and the manner, if appropriate, in which the investigation is to
be conducted.

Investigations: Sections 31 to 38
65. If the ICAC chooses to investigate a matter, then he has recourse to those powers set out in ss31
to 38.
66. We referred earlier to s22(5) as a source of reports coming to the ICAC, and in addition to reports
coming from other sources. Section 31 enables investigations to be made. The ICAC may
commence an investigation if we have, or become aware of, information which, if true, would
tend to show that improper conduct has occurred, is occurring or is at risk of occurring26.
67. (D) First, assume that the information that is received is true. Then, if that information is true, it
is necessary for it to tend to show that there has been, is, or may be improper conduct. This is
the threshold question that must be answered to enable an investigation to commence27.
68. Of course, the purpose of the investigation is to test the truth of the allegation in order that there
is sufficient evidence to proceed to the next level of dealing with the alleged improper conduct.
69. In respect of the truth of the information, that will assume a different significance in respect of
whistleblower protection pursuant to Part VI of the Act. See s91 and following below.
70. The ICAC has broad powers in respect of an investigation. Other agencies, for example a Coroner,
may be required to suspend an investigation under a particular act if other proceedings have
been commenced. Section 31(2) enables the ICAC to commence an investigation even though –
a)

a matter has been determined under another law of the Territory, and even though that law
may say that the subject matter is final or cannot be appealed against, challenged or called
into question;

b)

there has been a referral to a public body under the referral provisions of this Act;

24

s29.
s26.
26
s31(1)
27
s31(3)
25
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c)

there has been an investigation commenced under another law of the Territory;

d)

there have been legal proceedings commenced.

71. (D) Again, this is a generous endowment of power upon the ICAC and must be exercised for
legitimate purposes, and not a method of either supplementing or pre-empting other
investigations or proceedings. If an investigation is commenced by the ICAC, it must be for the
purposes of the Act and within the power of the Act.
72. (D) It must be noted, though, that matters to which we must have regard pursuant to Sch1 cl3(b)
and (c) include investigations by law enforcement agencies, and current and possible future legal
proceedings respectively. Those matters must be kept in mind, and given proper consideration,
and may, in proper circumstances, cause the ICAC to postpone an investigation. It is important to
note that we are specifically entitled to continue with an investigation having properly considered
those matters.
73. The following then relates to the exercise of powers in an investigation.
74. The powers given in ss31 to 47 are given to the ICAC, as distinct from the power given under ss66
to 75 which, in the main, are given to the authorised officer (see post).
75. (D) However, under s125, the ICAC can delegate “any of the ICAC’s functions” under the Act
(except for two) to a member of the ICAC’s staff. In the event of a delegation, it is imperative that
the delegation is properly made and recorded, and a copy contained in the ICAC’s case
management system. See section on ‘Delegations’ in this document.
76. In the course of our investigation, there may be information that, if true, does not itself show
improper conduct but it may, directly or indirectly, point to improper conduct or a course of
improper conduct. We have, specifically, the right to investigate such material28.
77. Sections 32, 33 and 34 give us power to require –
a)

a person to answer specified questions or provide specified information;

b)

a person to produce specified items, or items of a specified kind, in the person’s possession
or control;

c)

a deposit-holder in respect of financial records to permit a person specified in the notice to
inspect records and take copies;

d)

a person to attend ICAC for examination.

78. (D) Each of the provisions ensures that there is the necessary level of natural justice consistent
with the inquiry being made, or the requirement that the person answer questions, produce
documents, have documents inspected or attend for examination.
79. (D) Because ss148 and 149 create offences for contravening requests, and because it is an offence
of strict liability, then it is imperative that the Act be complied with in detail. A regime for such
compliance is set out below.

28

s31(3).
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80. (D) Sections 35, 36 and 37 are provisions directed at fairness to the person being examined. First,
an examination must be held in private. A process such as this, conducted without fairness and
confidentiality, may give rise to significant damage to a person’s reputation.
81. The purpose of such an inquiry is to establish facts. There should be no preconceived idea as to
what might be revealed by an interview, or the part that a person plays in suspected improper
conduct. The purpose is to obtain as many relevant facts as possible, and then to make an
assessment of all of the facts before making an investigation report pursuant to s50.
82. (D) A witness at an examination may request representation by a lawyer, or by an agent other
than a legal practitioner. We must grant a request for legal representation unless there is an issue
with a particular legal practitioner. We may grant a request for representation by an agent other
than a lawyer. If the legal practitioner or agent appear they may make submissions to the ICAC,
and, with the ICAC’s approval, ask questions relevant to the investigation.
83. Every attempt should be made to ensure that questions asked by us are non-leading questions.
A non-leading question will extract the facts more accurately from a person being examined than
will a leading question such as one sees in cross-examination. There the proposition is put and a
simple yes or no is often called for. Here, we want to extract the facts from the person, in the
person’s words.
84. (D) Fairness dictates that, if necessary, a witness must be assisted by an interpreter unless there
are good grounds for believing that such a process would impede the investigation. ICAC must
meet the costs of the interpreter. The section refers, in addition, to the assistance or presence of
another person. An example of such a person to assist a witness may be a person who can sign
for a deaf person29.
85. (D) As we have stated previously, ICAC may conduct an investigation in conjunction with a referral
entity. If that is to be done then it must be made clear –
a)

the respective responsibilities of each party to the investigation;

b)

the proposed timelines for the investigation;

c)

information sharing arrangements between the investigating parties30.

86. (D) In determining whether or not such an arrangement should proceed, we must consider the
following:
a)

the capacity of the entity to conduct an investigation;

b)

special skills that the entity has that would assist in, or defeat, the conduct of the
investigation;

c)

the timeous conclusion of an investigation;

d)

the objects of ICAC in respect of investigating the most serious, systemic, and sensitive
improper conduct; and

e)
29
30

the available resources of the ICAC.

s37.
s38.
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Public inquiries: Sections 39 to 47
87. Consistent with the independence of ICAC in respect of the way in which we perform our
functions and the priority given to any particular matters31, s39 permits the ICAC to hold public
inquiries.
88. We may hold a public inquiry for an investigation. The investigation may be commenced if there
is information which, if true, would tend to show improper conduct.32 After satisfying ourselves
that there is such information, then we may hold a public inquiry as distinct from a private
investigation. Information may have been obtained in a private investigation which justifies a
public inquiry.
89. (D) However, that cannot happen without first making an announcement to that effect which sets
out –
a)

the general scope and purpose of the inquiry;

b)

the time and place of the inquiry;

c)

the powers given by s34 in respect of the conduct of an examination specifically to require
attendance at a public inquiry;33

d)

the inquiry will be held in public unless there is a good reason that part of the inquiry be held
in private, or that some material should be restricted from publication, or that there should
be a restriction on the publication of some evidence;34

e)

a person may apply to ICAC to appear at a public inquiry and that person may be given leave
to appear if appropriate and may make submissions and ask questions of witnesses relevant
to the inquiry.35

90. (D) Again, consistent with the rights to natural justice, we must give to a person or body, any
allegations made against that person or body which, if true, could reasonably affect our findings.
We must then give that person or body a reasonable opportunity to respond to those allegations.
That can be done either in writing or by appearing at the inquiry, or both.36
91. (D) Given that a public inquiry is entirely at our discretion, there must be some basis for the
exercise of that discretion. That raises directly the matters set out in Sch1 para5 of the Act. That
would include factors such as –
a)

the public being party to an investigation which is transparent and is subject to public
scrutiny and therefore may improve public confidence that improper conduct will be
detected;

31

s21.
s31.
33
s41.
34
ss40, 46.
35
s42.
36
s43.
32
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b)

it may have a deterrent effect upon those who want to remain in the shadows and not be
publically scrutinised or the subject of public evidence;

c)

it may emphasise the seriousness of conduct, or the systemic nature of the conduct;

d)

it will encourage people to come forward who know something of the matter;

e)

justice will be seen to be done in that the processes of ICAC are exposed;

f)

the extent to which the public already knows about the conduct;

g)

the educational value and benefit to research and policy development of sharing details with
the public.

92. (D) There are contrary matters in that provision to be taken into account, including –
a)

the risk that a person may suffer undue hardship including to their reputation;

b)

the need to protect information that may identify such people;

c)

the views expressed by people that would be affected by a public hearing.

Report, public statements and recommendations: Sections 48 to 59
93. At the end of an investigation where persons have been examined, we may make a report on the
investigation to the responsible authority for a public body, or the public officer whose conduct
is the subject of the investigation.
94. (D) Section 50 then imposes, in respect of such a report, protections for a person or body. If an
adverse finding is proposed then that person or body must be given ‘a reasonable opportunity to
respond to the adverse material’. We must then include a fair representation of that response in
the report.
95. (D) Such an adverse finding could be one pursuant to s50(3)(b) that a person has engaged in, is
engaging in, or is about to engage in, improper conduct. Because those findings may have a
significant impact on the person’s reputation, there must be strict compliance with the rules of
natural justice, that is, the right of the person to know any allegation and possible adverse
findings against them, and the right to be heard in respect of those allegations, entrenched as
they are in s50.
96. (D) In addition, by s50(2), it is critical that any report includes a fair representation of the response
of that person in the report.
97. (D) By way of further protection to a person subject to an investigation report, we must not
include in the report a finding –
a)

that the person has committed, is committing or is about to commit an offence or a breach
of discipline;

b)

any comment on the prospects of success of any current or future prosecution or disciplinary
action.37

37

S50(4).
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98. Section 50 makes it clear that a finding that a person has engaged in, is engaging in or is about to
engage in improper conduct pursuant to subsection (3) is not a finding that the person is guilty
of or has committed, is committing, or is about to commit an offence or a breach of discipline38.
99. ICAC is not a prosecuting authority. Its role is investigative, and for that reason has been given
the coercive powers to which we will come soon.
100. Therefore, the resolution of an investigation may be to provide a brief of evidence –
a)

to a law enforcement agency to investigate or prosecute a person for an offence;

b)

to a public body or public officer to investigate whether or not disciplinary action should be
taken, or the taking of disciplinary action against the public officer.40

101. (D) By reference back to s50, we are entitled to make a finding about engaging in improper
conduct, but not as to whether or not such conduct constitutes an offence or breach of discipline.
We must stay within our function, namely finding the facts which support such a conclusion, but
we must not overstep our function by pre-empting the prosecution of a person or the taking of
disciplinary action against the person.
102. (D) At the end of a public inquiry, ICAC must make a report on that inquiry within three months,
which must be given to the Speaker who must table a copy of the report in the Legislative
Assembly on the next sitting day after the Speaker receives the report41.
103. Such a procedure demonstrates the care with which we determine to hold a public inquiry, and
the manner in which the process is conducted.
104. (D) A public report has attached to it similar constraints to the investigation report under s50.
105. It is significant to note that more than one report may be made. It may be, for example, that
criminal proceedings are on foot in respect of a matter upon which the report touches, and it
may be prudent to provide a subsequent report in respect of those matters after the criminal
process is completed.

Rules of evidence: Section 60
106. Section 60 stipulates that, in an investigation conducted either in private or in public, the rules of
evidence do not apply.
107. It is not appropriate that in an investigation, an examination, or a public inquiry, the rules of
evidence apply. The process is not a court proceeding. It is either investigative or inquisitorial.
That does not mean that we are free to range widely in respect of a matter. Time and budget
preclude that. Our processes should always keep in mind the relevance of what we do and the
questions we ask. Relevance is a concept which narrows as we focus upon the critical issues that
are emerging. Therefore, to range more widely at the beginning may be relevant, but not as the
process develops.

38
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Court intervention: Sections 62 to 65
108. (D) In order that our processes are not defeated, we are entitled to apply to the Supreme Court:
a)

for an order for the surrender of a passport42;

b)

to seek an injunction to restrain a person from engaging in certain conduct43.

109. (D) In order to seek the surrender of a passport, s62(1) requires that we must:
a)

have given the person a notice to attend for examination or public inquiry;

b)

believe on reasonable grounds that the person can give evidence relevant to an investigation
or public inquiry;

c)

suspect on reasonable grounds that the person intends to leave Australia and has possession
or control of a passport, whether Australian or foreign.

110. (D) An application cannot be sought unless we are prepared to swear evidence in respect of the
above matters.
111. The term ‘reasonable grounds’ does not require certainty, but it requires much more than a
suspicion. For example, reasonable grounds that a person might be leaving the jurisdiction is the
fact that the person may have made inquiries in respect of transport out of the jurisdiction. Those
inquiries might have been made by the person or by someone else on behalf of the person. See
the section on ‘Defining the Use of Reason’ in this document.
112. By s63 we can seek an injunction to restrain conduct that is either the subject of, or affects the
subject matter of, an investigation. The Supreme Court can only grant the injunction if it is
satisfied that the conduct is likely to impede the investigation or proposed investigation, and if it
is necessary in the public interest to do so.
113. Matters that must be established on oath in an affidavit are:
a) the public interest in the matter;
b) the conduct is likely to impede the investigation.
114. The rules of evidence do apply to matters before the court. Section 60 is purely in respect of
examinations or public inquiries that we may conduct.
115. Consistent with the independence of ICAC in s21, by s64 no action can be taken against ICAC and
the manner in which ICAC conducts itself in an investigation, a referral, in reporting and making
public statements and recommendations.
116. However, it must be kept in mind always that we remain subject to a person’s right to seek judicial
review in the Supreme Court of any action that we might take. That right is kept alive by s20(3).
We will refer to that subsequently.

42
43
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s63.
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117. The ICAC premises and information cannot be accessed except with the ICAC’s consent, or with
a Supreme Court Order made pursuant to s65. A public body or public officer may apply to the
Supreme Court for an Order seeking access but must –
a)

notify ICAC of the application;

b)

show that access is necessary in order for that body or officer to perform official functions;

c)

show that the prejudice to ICAC, or that it may reveal the identity of a protected person, is
outweighed by the benefit of the access44.

Information gathering powers: Sections 66 to 75
118. We are granted significant powers by ss66 to 75. These are in addition to those set out in ss31 to
47. There are significant differences between the two sets of powers.
119. Sections 31 to 47 refer to what ICAC can do. Sections 66 to 75 refer to what an authorised officer
can do.
120. One significant difference between the two sets of powers is that the earlier powers are in respect
of people generally, whereas these powers relate to public bodies or public officers.
121. (D) An authorised officer is the ICAC and any person appointed under s131 (see s4 for definition).
It is important that any appointment is properly made. If it is not, then acts done by the officer
will be invalid. While the ICAC bears responsibility for appointments we should all be vigilant
about the procedures of appointment, and ensure that the appointment comply in all aspects
with the Act.
122. (D) Section 132 requires that an authorised officer be given an identity card. When exercising
powers under this part of the Act it is imperative to carry that at all times.
123. When we are using the powers in this part, the general comments earlier made in relation to ss31
to 47 apply equally here. Again, the powers here are given to authorised officers, whereas there
must be a specific delegation of power by the ICAC for the earlier provisions. The authorised
officer still must be appointed properly.
124. Sections 66 to 72 have these characteristics when performing functions under the Act:
a)

we may enter and remain on premises occupied by a public body or public officer (see s16),
except residential premises, or non-government organisation (NGO) premises that do not
house any other type of public body;

b)

if we believe on reasonable grounds that there may be improper conduct to which the Act
applies on any other premises, then we can enter those premises either with consent of the
owner or occupier, or with a search warrant.

44

s65.
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125. (D) A number of things should be noted:
a)

there must be a reasonable suspicion of improper conduct;

b)

it must fall within the jurisdiction of the Act;

c)

it is the officer seeking to enter the premises who must form the belief on reasonable
grounds that there may be evidence of improper conduct;

d)

if asked, the officer must produce the officer’s identity card. Of course, the best course is to
have the identity card with you at all times, and use that at the beginning of any process by
way of introduction.

126. (D) If a search warrant is necessary, then ss68 and 69 set out the way to obtain one. The
reasonable grounds must be formulated with precision. In addition, the specific investigation and
the kind of improper conduct being investigated must be sworn to.
127. (D) You must place before the judicial officer, initially, evidence that there is a basis for wanting
entry into the premises. This is a coercive power which must be enforced strictly within the
requirements of the Act. You may express an opinion but it must be based upon facts which you
swear.
128. (D) Any material used to obtain a warrant, the warrant, and anything obtained as a result, all must
be meticulously recorded, copied, filed and put into the case management system.
129. (D) If a warrant is being obtained electronically or by the telephone you must ensure the steps
set out in s69 are completed. It is not a valid search warrant until these steps are completed.
These too should be fully documented and recorded.
130. Section 70 gives the specific right to an authorised officer to enter Aboriginal land. However, the
section does not override the other provisions of the Act, and consent or a search warrant is still
required to enter the land. It simply alleviates the requirement under the Aboriginal Land Act that
a person must have a permit to enter the land.
131. (D) While you are on premises, you can exercise powers given by s71. Again, it is important to
have formed the view that there may be evidence of improper conduct there.
132. (D) We must remain within the jurisdiction of the Act. That applies also to the things you can do
while on the premises which are:
a)

you can search or examine anything, using force to open it if necessary. Force is to be used
as a last resort and only reasonable force at that. Overreaction or overzealous activity will
be avoided at all times;

b)

it is important that you can take photographs and film video. Proper equipment for that will
be available. Photography, including video, will provide a very good answer to alleged
unjustified activity on our part. On the other hand, evidence obtained which is exculpatory
in respect of the suspected conduct must be kept as part of the file;
22
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c)

we are entitled to operate any equipment in the premises, but only if it forms part of the
investigation;

d)

we may seize anything on the premises, but only if it forms part of the investigation;

e)

we may seize anything on the premises provided, again, if we have a reasonable belief it may
be evidence of improper conduct and we may:
i.

examine it;

ii.

copy it; and

iii.

keep it for a present or future investigation.

133. (D) If an object is retained, then a retention notice must be given under s72. It is not immediately
clear from s72(e) that a retention notice must be given if you remove the thing from the premises.
However s72(f) refers to the object being removed. That is in contrast to something that can’t be
moved which can be secured. In short, the better course is that a retention notice is to be given
to remove or secure anything on premises. In addition, you must provide a receipt for anything
received45.
134. (D) Note that at each step you are required to form a view about what you are doing. The test
will be a reasonable belief on reasonable grounds. You cannot form a reasonable belief unless it
is based on reasonable grounds. There must be some factual basis for your activity.
135. (D) In addition to the above, s71(1)(g) allows you to deal with people on the premises. Keep in
mind the obligation to have formed the necessary reasonable belief on reasonable grounds. You
may require a person:
a)

to provide their name, date of birth, and how to contact them;

b)

to produce evidence of identity;

c)

to answer questions either in writing or orally;

d)

to produce something which you believe on reasonable grounds is connected to improper
conduct;

e)

to operate something;

f)

to provide codes, translations, passwords and assist with understanding of same; or

g)

to give any other assistance required.

136. (D) A failure to comply with any requirements given under s71(1)(g) is an offence of strict liability.
While that means that, in a prosecution, we do not have to prove what the state of mind might
be, we must still prove all of the elements of the offence:

45

a)

Reasonable grounds for being on the premises;

b)

a request; and

c)

a refusal.

s71(4)
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137. (D) Therefore proper recording of the event is essential, and any notes made must be
contemporary or as close as possible to the event.
138. (D) In the event of a delay in making the notes, the reasons for the delay must be recorded.
139. (D) Section 73 allows a search of a person, but only if there is a search warrant to enter the
premises. Unless such search is authorised by law, and the law is strictly complied with, it is and
assault which may be prosecuted criminally and civilly. Strict compliance with the section is
mandatory.
140. (D) First and foremost, the search must be conducted by a person of the same sex. There is an
exception, namely, in the circumstances it is not reasonable or practicable. There would need to
be a very sound reason to not comply with this requirement, and must be recorded immediately.
141. (D) In addition:
a)

there must be reasonable privacy for the person;

b)

the search must be conducted as quickly as possible;

c)

you may run your hands over the outside of clothing;

d)

if there is a hat, a jacket, coat and shoes you can ask a person to remove those;

e)

you may then run your hands over the remaining outer clothing;

f)

if you see or detect anything, and you reasonably think it is, or contains, evidence you can
request it be given to you for inspection;

g)

if that is refused then you can use reasonable force to remove it;

h)

you can then inspect anything that a person has removed or surrendered or that you have
removed.

142. (D) Again, note that the inappropriate removal of an object, or the inappropriate use of force
could constitute assault. It is important to have, constantly, the concepts of reasonableness in
mind, and have formulated a good reason for doing what you are doing.
143. Section 74 allows the ICAC to obtain from a person who has already given information:
a)

further oral information;

b)

answers to questions;

c)

information by statutory declaration;

d)

if it was a protected communication then to produce items that are in their possession or
control relating to that protected communication.

144. (D) Note that this act requires a specific delegation, but that can only be done after a requirement
to do so has been made either orally for an oral response, or in writing for a written response.
145. (D) That requires a strategy to be developed, if at all possible, and a written requirement to be
prepared in advance. This appears to be similar to the requirements under s32, except that the
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ICAC or a delegate can make that request, and an authorised officer can make this request. A pro
forma request should be used and appropriately filed in the matter.
146. (D) If an item is produced under s74(4) it can be retained. But that can be only be for a reasonable
period and the person must be allowed reasonable access to it.
147. (D) While there is no specific mention of a notice of retention, it is necessary to give such a notice
for our protection, and subsequent proof of possession of the object.
148. (D) Section 75 powers of an authorised officer are in respect of only:
a)

a public body46;

b)

a public officer47;

149. Each, if asked, must:
a)

answer specified questions;

b)

produce specified items, or kinds of items, which are in the possession or control of the body
or a person.

150. The phrase “possession or control” has a long legal history (see separate discussion), but that is
the determining factor in an obligation to produce. The fact that it is in the course of our function
under the Act must not be forgotten.
151. (D) When a requirement is made, two things must be pointed out to the body or officer:
a)

that the requirement is for the purposes of the ICAC

b)

if the body or person is under investigation, then that is the case.

152. (D) The requirement and the accompanying information can be given orally if an oral response is
required. Otherwise, a written notice must be given.
153. Subsection 4 provides for a requirement to verify information by statutory declaration. The three
methods of evidence gathering under the Act and relevant to this discussion, are:
a)

oral

b)

written

c)

sworn statement in writing in a statutory declaration.

154. See the separate discussion in respect of this, and the value of evidence obtained.
155. Subsection 5 entitles the ICAC to retain possession of any item for a reasonable period.
156. (D) That power can be delegated and if you wish to take possession of something under this
particular provision, and retain it, then you must have a proper delegation of that right in place.
46
47

s16(1).
S16(2).
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157. (D) It is necessary to give a retention notice of same, even though there is no mention of that in
the section. Such a notice is evidence of the fact of retention and the chain of custody.

Information gathering powers: Sections 76 and 77
158. (D) Sections 76 and 77 revert to things the ICAC can do. Therefore, if you wish to exercise these
powers then you are exercising the ICAC’s powers, and there must be proper delegation in place.
However, the better course is for the ICAC to exercise these functions.
159. The first provision facilitates access to confidential information and databases, despite the body
or person having an obligation of confidentiality.
160. (D) The ICAC can override that confidentiality, but protections should be built into such an
arrangement to ensure that that power is not abused. That is done by making arrangement with
the public body, as is envisioned by the section.
161. Note that the provision is not mandatory, but permissive. This is very different to the powers
given under s71.
162. Section 77 allows the ICAC to stop a public officer or body from doing something that is
obstructing, or is likely to obstruct, the ICAC from performing a function.
163. (D) That can only be done:
a) by written notice;
b) on reasonable grounds;
c) describing the particular specified action.
164. (D) Again, because an intentional failure to comply with the notice is an offence under section
77(2), each of the elements above must be proven, and therefore properly recorded from the
start.
165. (D) A delegation must be in place if the ICAC does not personally perform the actions.

Confidentiality and privilege: Sections 78 to 90
166. Sections 78 to 90 deal with the rights of a person or body to keep matters confidential, and away
from the prying eyes of the ICAC or anyone else.
167. The common law has developed, over centuries, protections such as legal professional privilege,
the right to silence, and public interest immunity.
a)

Legal professional privilege exists between a person or body and their legal team. It is only
when you seek advice about commencing litigation, and advice about the litigation or, on
the other side, any advice about defending a matter or charge, that the advice is privileged.
A person or body cannot be compelled to show anyone those documents.

b)

The right to silence is an ancient right which ensures that you can never be made to say
anything which might show evidence that you are guilty of an offence.
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c)

Public interest immunity says that the state cannot be made to give evidence which is
damaging to the public interest.

168. The Act addresses all three issues.
169. Section 79(1) of the Act says that, subject to anything in the Act:
a)

a person or body has no right of privacy, secrecy or other restriction to prevent them from
giving evidence (one such right is the right against self-incrimination);

b)

a person or body cannot use legal professional privilege to prevent giving evidence; and

c)

the Territory or a public body cannot use public interest immunity to prevent them giving
evidence.

170. But the important qualification is that these propositions are subject to what the Act says about
it.
171. Section 79(2) reinstates some protections:
a) The Northern Territory Sacred Sites Act creates an Authority who can, amongst other things,
make available for inspection a Register of Sacred Sites and records, agreements, certificates
and refusals. The exception to that is sensitive commercial information and traditional
secrets48. Further, s38 of the Sacred Sites Act makes it an offence for a person to make a record
of, or communicate anything of a traditional secret nature, or show any document produced
for the purposes of the Register, including things set out in s26. The ICAC Act by s79(2)(a) does
not authorise, or require, a person to produce such documents. That makes sense, because it
would be an offence under the Sacred Sites Act for the person to do so.
b) Section 79(2)(b) then preserves from inspection, proceedings, deliberations and decisions of:
i.

Executive Council or a committee of Executive Council; and

ii.

Cabinet or a committee of Cabinet.

172. Section 79(2)(c) protects confidential communications among members of Executive Council or
Cabinet or among Australian governments. That raises many questions, including who must say
the communications are confidential.
173. Section 79(2)(d) refers to the Information Act. By that Act, it was sought to balance “competing
interests by giving members of the Territory community a right of access to government
information with limited exceptions and exemptions” for the purpose of preventing a prejudicial
effect on the public interest49. Note the reference to public interest, because the ICAC must act
in the public interest.

48
49

s10(g)
Information Act, s3(2)
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174. Section 10 of the Information Act requires public sector organisations to:
a)

make as much information available as is reasonably possible;

b)

provide information promptly;

c)

ensure accuracy of personal information; and

d)

make available such information only if it is in the public interest.

175. There are exceptions in the Information Act to the production of material relating to Executive
bodies which seem to be the same as those exempted by s79(2)(b) of the ICAC Act.
176. Executive Council and their committees have doubly ensured the security of information because,
it is said by s44 of the Information Act, that it would not be in the public interest to disclose such
information. Therefore, there are two competing public interests:
a)

ICAC, in respect of public administration, addressing improper conduct, and improving public
confidence; and

b)

Cabinet in preserving the processes of, and material used, in its decision making processes.

177. Cabinet chooses to be inscrutable.
178. Interestingly, while Security and Law Enforcement are exempt from the production of material
under s46 of the Information Act, because it is not in the public interest, it does not have
exemption from scrutiny under the ICAC Act.
179. Section 79(3) reverts to the consequences of s79(1)(c) and (d), that is, there is no legal privilege
protection for the Territory or public body. If they could have claimed privilege except for that
preclusion, then 79(3) prevents the ICAC from disclosing any information to the public in any way,
except to the extent it is necessary, in the ICAC’s opinion, to explain or support a finding of
improper behaviour.
180. Section 80 preserves legal professional privilege for an individual.
181. There is a longstanding common law principle that:
“A person (can) resist the giving of information or the production of documents which would
reveal communications between a client and his or her lawyer made for the dominant
purpose of giving or obtaining legal advice or the provision of legal services, including
representation in Court.”50
182. Section 80 preserves that client legal privilege. In fact, the Act uses that term as distinct from legal
professional privilege. Client legal privilege is the term used by the Evidence (National Uniform
Legislation) Act (NT) (the Evidence Act) to describe the privilege.
183. The Evidence Act applies to Territory Courts, which are defined to mean, inter alia:
“Any person or body (other than a Court) that, in exercising a function under the law of the
Territory, is required to apply the laws of evidence”51
50
51

Daniels Corp v ACCC (2002) 213 CLR 543 at [9].
Dictionary, “Territory Courts”.
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184. Section 60 of the ICAC Act states that, for an investigation, including an examination or public
inquiry the ICAC is not bound by the rules of evidence.
185. Is there a distinction between the “rules of evidence” or the “laws of evidence”? Probably not,
but it will not matter in the end.
186. The Evidence Act talks about the “adducing of evidence” (i.e. giving the evidence in Court).
187. The ICAC Act talks of “refusing or failing to give evidence”52. However s79(1)(a) says no restriction
on disclosing information, whether imposed by the Act or otherwise applied to the Act, except
what the Act says.
188. Therefore, all privilege is wiped away except for what the Act creates. Section 80 creates a client
legal privilege, but the Act does not define that term.
189. The ancient right of refusing to answer questions that might incriminate you is suspended by s81.
That is, a witness must answer incriminating questions. However, there are reservations. Section
81(2) says that if a witness is currently charged with an offence then they can refuse to answer
questions in respect of that offence. And the ICAC must inform a witness of that right before
anything is asked in respect of that offence.
190. Section 81(3) says that, at an open session, a witness does not have to answer a question that
might incriminate them if the question is not relevant to the investigation of particular improper
conduct. This is an example of having to ensure that only questions relevant to the matter being
investigated are asked.
191. If the inquiry is public then argument about whether or not privilege exists must be heard in a
closed session, if the witness requests that53.
192. Section 82 refers to a representation made by a witness. A representation, by s78, refers to the
meaning in the Evidence (National Uniform Legislation) Act. It means an oral or written
statement, and something inferred from conduct, even though it was not intended to be
communicated, and is not communicated.
193. Section 82 deals with how to use various representations made in an investigation. First, no
representation can be used as evidence in a civil, criminal or disciplinary proceeding. However, it
can be used if the ICAC warned the witness that:
a)

the witness was not obliged to give evidence

b)

if the witness chose to give evidence then the answers could be used against the witness in
civil, criminal and disciplinary proceedings.

194. Further, if an item, or a copy of an item is given in evidence then the item cannot be used in
subsequent civil or criminal matters to prove that the representation had been made54.

52
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195. However, inadmissible evidence can be used to pursue other evidence derived from the
inadmissible evidence, and that derivative evidence will be evidence which can be used in
subsequent criminal, civil or disciplinary proceedings.55 For example, the witness had a particular
item in their possession at some point. The possession of the item is some evidence that they
might have committed the offence.
196. If evidence is given which tends to incriminate only in respect of a summary offence, then the
ICAC cannot disclose that to anybody, or use it in an open session.56
197. There is a reservation in s82(7) about the use of evidence going to a summary offence only.
a)

First, if that evidence goes to an offence that involves improper conduct it can be used.

b)

Second, if that evidence raises concerns on what the ICAC thinks are reasonable grounds
about a serious ongoing or future threat to a person’s health and safety, to public health, or
to the environment, then the evidence can be used.

198. (D) It is imperative to ensure proper warnings are given to someone before they give potentially
incriminating evidence so it can be used as the basis of subsequent action. That may include
prosecution or disciplinary proceeding (See Directions to ICAC staff: Privilege).
199. (D) Further, it is important to analyse the evidence to see if it suggests, on reasonable grounds, a
threat to a person, public health, or the environment.
200. Section 83, dealing with parliamentary privilege protects evidence which may be the subject of
parliamentary privilege, but it cannot prevent:
a)

a person from alleging improper conduct against an MLA;

b)

ICAC investigating the allegation;

c)

ICAC making findings in respect of that allegation.

201. To explain that –
a) if an MLA makes a statement in Parliament about something which may disclose improper
conduct, the statement cannot be used to prove it;
b) on the other hand, if the conduct is outside of parliament and the MLA makes a statement
about it in parliament, the ICAC can investigate the improper conduct and make findings about
it, but cannot use the protected statement made in Parliament.

Disputing privilege: Sections 84 to 90
202. Sections 84 to 90 deal with the disputing of a claim for privilege. It is in a person’s strong interest
to prevent damaging material from being used against them in inquiries or court. For that reason
they may argue that evidence remains privileged and cannot be used.

55
56

s82(5).
s82(6).
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203. These provisions apply if a person is claiming privilege, including:
a)

production of material about Aboriginal Sacred Sites57;

b)

professional privilege58; or

c)

parliamentary privilege59.

204. (D) Apart from parliamentary privilege, if privilege is sought in respect of an item which the
authorised officer considers may be privileged, then s86(1) requires that reasonable notice of a
possible claim of privilege must be given to the person who could claim privilege before an
inspection takes place.
205. However, that does not prevent copying material, provided the material is not looked at; or
looking at material which may not be privileged, but not looking at privileged material in the same
bundle60.
206. If it is in respect of parliamentary privilege, then the notice must be given to the Clerk of the
Legislative Assembly61.
207. The ICAC can enter into a memorandum of understanding with the Legislative Assembly about
dealing with parliamentary privilege. If there is such a memorandum the procedure must be
complied with. If the privilege claim cannot be resolved, then it is to be dealt with under s88.62
208. Section 88 is significant. It describes how an authorised officer handles disputed claims for
privilege and privilege in respect of an item.
209. (D) If an authorised officer wants to inspect an item and a person still insists on a claim of privilege,
both parliamentary or other, the authorised officer must consider the claim of privilege and then
do one of two things:
a)

cease exercising power over the item. This would be in the event the authorised officer is
satisfied there is a valid claim of privilege; or

b)

if the officer believes, on reasonable grounds, that the item may not be privileged, require
the person claiming privilege to secure the item in an envelope, or some other appropriate
method of securing same, and give the secured envelope to the authorised officer.

210. (D) In this process, the authorised officer must not inspect the item. However, if it is electronic,
the authorised officer may copy it, so long as the method of copying does not disclose any
privileged information to the authorised officer.
211. (D) If the authorised officer requires the object to be sealed, then s88(4) sets out mandatory
steps:
57

s79(2)
s80
59
s83
60
s86(2)
61
s86(3)
62
ss86(3), 87.
58
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a)

the authorised officer must notify the ICAC as soon as reasonably practicable; and

b)

as soon as reasonably practicable, give it to the “proper officer”.

212. The “proper officer” is a court officer appointed by a Supreme Court Judge to take possession of
the object.63
213. The ICAC will ask the Chief Justice to appoint such a person as soon as possible. That person will
be recorded here.
214. (D) The item must never be inspected by the authorised officer.64
215. (D) The authorised officer must give the claimant the opportunity to accompany the secured item
to the proper officer.
216. The only safe course, therefore, is to assume that privilege will attach to the production of the
item, and to giving evidence about it.
217. Section 80 talks of giving evidence about it. Section 85 refers back to s80 privilege, but in the
Division dealing with privilege claims. There then follows in s88 rules on how to deal with a claim
if an authorised officer wishes to “inspect, copy or seize and item.”
218. Legal professional privilege attaches to all steps the ICAC can take.
219. What to do:
a) Without looking at the body of material over which legal professional privilege is claimed, it
should be obvious from the material not privileged where it was destined or where it came
from.
b) It it has the appearance of being part of the process of seeking or getting legal advice, then
cease dealing with it65.
c) However, if you believe on reasonable grounds (refer to notes on “reasonable”) that it may
not be privileged, then, without looking at it, require the person claiming privilege to seal or
secure the item, give it to you, and then as soon as reasonably practicable –
i.

tell the ICAC;

ii.

give it to the proper officer without opening or unsealing the item; and

iii.

you must give the person claiming privilege the opportunity to accompany the item to
the proper officer.

63

s84.
s88(5).
65
s88(2)(a)
64
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220. At that point the Court process takes over. However, in order to be able to put all relevant matters
before a court you must have made detailed notes on your dealing with the item as soon as
possible.
221. If there is a delay in making those notes, the delay must be full explained.
222. Sections 89 and 90 allow for the Supreme Court to determine the issue of privilege. There are
strict and tight timeframes for this.
223. (D) In respect of parliamentary privilege the ICAC must make an application to the Court within
seven (7) days of an item being given to the proper officer.
224. In the other instance the claimant must apply to the Supreme Court within seven (7) days.66
225. If that application is not made within seven (7) days then the proper officer must give the item
to:
a)

in a parliamentary privilege claim, the Clerk

b)

in any other claim, the ICAC.

226. For a claim other than for parliamentary privilege, once the proper officer has given the item to
ICAC, the Act says that the claimant is deemed to have given permission for it to be inspected.
227. (D) However, it is made very clear by s89(7)(b) that the clamant has not waived privilege for any
other purpose. It is only for the purpose which was raised before the Court.
228. (D) The timeframes must be complied with. A Supreme Court Judge will have some general
powers to extend time in some circumstances. But where a statute fixes times, with the
consequences that flow for non-compliance, then the better view is that time cannot be
extended. However, it is not an issue the ICAC wants to assert, so compliance with time limits are
mandatory.
229. There is then a procedure to be followed to allow the Supreme Court to determine the question
of privilege.
230. Various parties are entitled to appear.
231. The Court may open the item to determine the legal issue of privilege.
232. If there is no privilege, then the item is given to the ICAC.
233. If there is part privilege, the part without privilege is given to the ICAC.
234. Any privileged item or part is given to the claimant, or for parliamentary privilege, the Clerk.
235. (D) There is one further provision in relation privilege. Section 89(2) is as follows:

66

ss89(1)(2).
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a) The authorised officer, including the ICAC, has an obligation to respect the law relating to
privilege. From time to time, evidence already in the possession of the ICAC may take on a
different character as an investigation develops.
b) If a concern about privilege arises, then this section allows the ICAC to settle the issue by
applying to the Court at any time.
c) Of course, the application, if warranted, should be made as soon as the situation arises.
d) While there is not mention in the same section of appearances by any other person, the
person who may have the right to claim privilege should be notified and given the material to
be used in Court. A Court would give leave to such a person to appear.
236. (D) Finally, again there is a prohibition on opening the evidence before the court determines the
claim, or, if the claim is determined in favour of the claimant, before the item is given back to the
claimant. If someone does open the item contrary to that, it is an offence.67
237. (D) In short, comply strictly with this statutory regime.

Whistleblower protection: Sections 91-109
238. Whistleblower protection commences with reports of improper conduct made under the Act.
239. The first principle of these provisions is that it is the primary responsibility of public bodies,
meaning the public bodies from whom reports came, to provide “protected persons with
protection and support”71.
240. The ICAC is to provide guidance on how public bodies can fulfil that obligation if the ICAC
considers that the protection and support is not being given72.
241. The identity of a protected person should be kept confidential, because that is the best protection
from retaliation73.
242. Public bodies are to act as model litigants at all times. See here for those principles formulated
by the Solicitor General.
243. There are three important definitions in this discussion, each of which is dealt with in turn:
a)

protected person

b)

protected action

c)

protected communication

244. A protected person is defined in the Act as:

67

ss89(6)(7).
s91(1)(a)
72
s91(1)(b)
73
s91(1)(e)
71
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a)

A person who takes or has taken a protected action.

b)

In respect of retaliation, a person may want to retaliate against a second person because the
first person thinks the second person has taken a protected action. The second person
becomes a protected person by virtue of the retaliation against them. In other words, if you
retaliate against another person because you think they have made a report, then you
immediately give the other person protected status74.

245. A protected action is something that a protected person does in making a protected
communication. This includes –
a) Making a protected communication under the Act;
b)

Doing any other act in order to comply with the Act; or

c)

Co-operating with a person who is performing functions under the Act75.

246. Examples of protected action may be:
a)

In respect of a protected communication, making a report of improper conduct in
accordance with the Act, which is discussed more under the next heading.

b)

In respect of an action complying with the Act, e.g. complying with a notice to give evidence.

c)

In respect of co-operating with someone in performing functions under the Act, complying
with directions, e.g. to give evidence, to produce papers or articles.

247. In short, if you are doing an act required by the Act, or required by someone acting with authority
under the Act, it will be a protected action. You will then be a protected person together with
people against whom retaliation is taken.
248. A protected communication must be one which complies with the requirements of the Act in
order to make you a protected person.
249. If you believe or know that the information in the report is misleading, then making the report
can never be a protected action.
250. There are various ways that a report can be misleading.
a)

It may not be true, and you know that.

b)

It may not contain all of the facts that you do know and that may give a different and
misleading meaning to the report.

c)

You cannot add facts to the report which you know or believe are misleading.

251. In short, you cannot make a report for any reason other than reporting known or suspected
improper conduct. You cannot use a report which is misleading to, for example, obtain an
advantage in pursuit of a job, or as payback for something that may have happened to you in the
workplace.

74
75

s4
s92(1)
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252. Furthermore, if you do provide misleading information and/or provide a document that is
misleading in a report, then you commit an offence under the Act. The maximum penalty for such
an offence is 2 years imprisonment76.
253. A protected communication which will be a protected action which can then make you a
protected person must be one which complies with the Act.
254. A protected communication can be the result of three different processes.
255. The first is where you make a report as a result of your legal obligation to do so under s22 of the
Act77. Those obligations are set out on the ICAC website.
256. In the second process, the information which can create a protected communication falls within
three different and alternate categories.
a)

The person providing the information must believe on reasonable grounds that it is
information that tends to show that improper conduct has occurred or is, or is at risk of,
occurring78.

b)

The person providing the information must believe on reasonable grounds it is information
that would assist the ICAC in performing the ICAC’s duties79.

c)

The person providing the information must believe on reasonable grounds that it would
assist in the administration or achieving the objects of the Act80.

257. Each of those reports can become a protected communication if it is provided to any of the
following, as set out in s9381.
a)

The ICAC or the ICAC’s Office;

b)

The Ombudsman or the Ombudsman’s Office;

c)

The Auditor-General or the Auditor-General’s Office;

d)

The Health and Community Complaints Commissioner or a staff member of the
Commissioner;

e)

The Children’s Commissioner;

f)

The Environment Protection Authority;

g)

If the information relates to the ICAC, the ICAC’s Office or a member of the ICAC staff – the
Inspector or a member of Inspector staff;

h)

If the information relates to a police officer – the Commissioner of Police;

76

s154(1) and s154(2)
s92 and s93(1)(a)
78
s93(2)(a)
79
s93(b)
80
s93(2)(c)
81
s93(1)(b)
77
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i)

If the information relates to an MLA other than the Speaker, including a minister – the
Speaker;

j)

In the information relates to the Speaker – the Deputy Speaker;

k)

If the information relates to the Chief Justice – the next senior Supreme Court Judge;

l)

In the information relates a Supreme Court Judge, other than the Chief Justice, or to the
Chief Judge – the Chief Justice;

m) If the information relates to a Local Court Judge other than the Chief Judge;
n)

If the information relates to a contravention of the Electoral Act – the Electoral
Commissioner;

o)

If the information relates to an employee or officer of a public body – the entity with
responsibility for the management and control of the public body or a nominated recipient
for the public body.

258. The third process is as follows: a person can apply to the ICAC for the ICAC to make a declaration
that an action that involves and allegation of improper conduct is a protected communication82.
Such an application can be made:
a)

Even if it would other (e.g. under s93) be a protected communication.

b)

Even if it would otherwise not be a protected communication83.

259. It is noted that “an action taken by an individual” is what is declared to be a protected
communication. However the action must “involve an allegation of improper conduct”. That the
action and improper conduct are limited is made clear by the matters the ICAC must consider
under s94(3).
260. The ICAC, in determining whether a declaration should be made must (mandatory) take into
account the matters set out in s94(3).
a) The seriousness of the improper conduct alleged;
b)

Whether the applicant believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing, the information
alleged was reliable;

c)

Whether the action was consistent with the processes and practices of a public body;

d)

Whether the application believed, and has reasonable grounds for believing, the entity to
which the allegation was made had statutory responsibility for dealing with improper
conduct of the kind alleged;

e)

Whether an alternative process for reporting improper conduct was available and the
applicant ought reasonably have used that process instead of taking the action;

82
83

s94(1).
s94(2)
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f)

Whether the applicant believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing, the applicant
was following any requirements for making a protected communication;

g)

The extent to which the applicant believed that taking the action would genuinely assist in
preventing, reducing or dealing with improper conduct;

h)

Whether taking the action was a reasonable preparatory step to, or reasonable part of,
taking another action that is protected action;

i)

The actual and potential adverse impact on the public interest or the interests of any person
caused by the action;

j)

Whether taking the action was reasonable in all the circumstances.

261. The consideration by the ICAC, and the exercise of discretion to make or not make, the
declaration would attract judicial review under s20(3). However, s94(6) limits the application of
those rules. The rules do not apply if an application of the rules to the process of making a
determination would:
a)

Reveal the identity of a protected person or otherwise put a protected person at increased
risk of retaliation; or

b)

Involve a risk that the individual who took the action would suffer retaliation before the
declaration is made.

262. If the ICAC makes such a declaration, then the ICAC –
a)

Can direct the declaration be given to any person or body

b)

Direct a public body that the matter of the declaration be brought to the attention of
i.

Any persons specified

ii.

Any person who may be in a position to retaliate

iii.

Any person who may be in a position to prevent or deal with retaliation.

263. It would seem that the latter two categories need not be named in person, necessarily, by the
ICAC. Rather, in keeping with the obligation under s91(1)(a), the public body would have the
obligation to identify such people, and take precautions against retaliation.
264. Pursuant to s94(7), the ICAC can vary or revoke a declaration if it appears subsequently that the
declaration should not have been made.
265. However, s94(8) makes it clear that, if it would have been a protected communication in any
event under s93(1)(a) and (b), the revocation will have no effect. The communication will be a
protected communication by virtue of the operation of the Act.
266. Excluding declarations made under ss94 and 93(1)(c), we are left with protected communications
created by operation of ss93(1)(a) and (b). That gives rise to a person being a protected person
by operation of s92.
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267. However, by s92(2), it cannot be a protected action to the extent the action involves the provision
or communication of the information the person taking the action knows or believes is misleading
information.
268. That is a complex concept. Let us assume that half of the information in a report is known or
believed to be misleading information. To that extent the reporting cannot be a protected action.
If the reporter does not “know or believe” the balance of the information is “misleading
information” then to that extent it may still be a protected communication and therefore the
person is a protected person.
269. The threshold question then is, is the report about –
a)

Improper conduct, actual or suspected, or at risk of occurring;

b)

Something that would assist the ICAC in the ICAC’s functions under the Act84, or assist in the
administration of achieving the objects of the Act85.

270. (D) What does this mean in respect of a particular communication?
a)

First we must determine the threshold question. Without an affirmative answer, our
jurisdiction has not been established in any event.

b)

Second, does the reporter know or believe that there is misleading information in the
report? If the answer to that question is no, then it should be treated as a protected
communication.

c)

If the answer is yes, then we must determine the extent of the known misleading
information. If the whole of the report is of misleading information, none of it will be a
protected communication.

d)

The Act sets the standard for what can be a protected communication. If known misleading
information comes to light after investigation, if that standard is not reached, then, from the
beginning it will not have been a protected communication “to the extent” of any known or
believed misleading information. The reporter should not have had, and will not have, the
protection of the Act.

e)

Note that revocation of a declaration of protected communication can only be done by the
ICAC in respect of a s94 process. The ICAC cannot revoke a purported protected
communication which may have arisen under s93(1)(a) or (b). As a matter of law they are,
or are not protected communications.

Responsibilities in respect of voluntary protected communications: Sections 96-98
271. From time to time, public officers may receive reports of improper conduct. This may be because
the reporter has a particular association with, or a confidence in, the recipient of the report.
84
85

s22, and s93(1) and (2)(a)
s93(2)(b) and (c)
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272. It may be that a person from the community complains of improper conduct to a public officer.
It may be, also, that the mandatory reporting directions in s22 require only certain types (e.g.
corrupt conduct, anti-democratic conduct, or retaliation) to be reported, and that all other
improper conduct be reported to a responsible public officer (Presently, the s22 directions
require the reporting to ICAC of all improper conduct. This may change in the future).
273. In the event that a public officer receives a report of improper conduct, these sections of the Act
apply.
274. There are some important concepts and definitions that must be understood before a discussion
of the specific provisions.
275. A public officer is defined within s16(2), and is quite straightforward and includes almost
everyone on the public payroll.
276. The definition of public body in s16(1) includes all of the bodies you would expect. However,
s16(1)(e) broadens the definition dramatically. It includes:
a) any other body, whether incorporated or not:
i.

that receives, directly or indirectly, public resources; or

ii.

performing a public function on behalf of the Territory, a public body or a
public officer (whether under contract or otherwise).

277. A contractor to an agency receives payment directly from the agency or department i.e. from
public resources. The contractor is therefore a public body in respect of those funds.
278. A subcontractor to that contractor receives payment from the contractor of those public
resources. The subcontractor therefore receives the public resources indirectly. The
subcontractor is therefore a public body in respect of those funds.
279. The situations that could be direct or indirect receipt of any public resources are many and varied.
The contractor/subcontractor examples above are one example. All NGO’s securing grants is
another example.
280. The Act wants the ICAC to receive reports of improper conduct:
a)

from within public administration about public administration, including the manner in
which public funds are handled.

b)

from outside of public administration about the manner in which public funds are being
handled.

281. Therefore, if a report is made about such matters, one intention of the Act is to protect the action
taken, namely the whistleblower report which is a protected action.86
282. The ICAC can direct that:

86

s92.
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a)

if it involves corrupt conduct, anti-democratic conduct, or retaliation then it must be
reported to the ICAC;

b)

otherwise it ought to be reported to the ICAC; and

c)

the recipient of the communication must take action to minimise the risk of retaliation.

283. Retaliation is said by s95 to be:
a)

causing harm, or threatens to cause harm in order to discourage a person from taking or
supporting a protected action; or

b)

discouraging a third person from supporting a protected person because someone has taken
a protected action; or

c)

discouraging a third person from supporting a protected person because someone has
supported a person who has taken a protected action.

284. By s97, a public body can appoint a person to receive protected communications. The section
requires such a person to be a public officer with suitable skills and training.
285. Because of the matters following in s98, the person must understand the Act, especially the
whistleblower protection provisions and procedures.
286. Because the idea is to protect whistleblowers, the person should understand the nature of
retaliation,92 and have capacity to intervene in the event it is actual or threatened retaliation. A
capacity to prevent a situation happening is highly desirable.
287. An appointment of a nominated recipient must be in writing, for a period of time. The
appointment must be notified to the ICAC. That is important, because the ICAC can then maintain
a broad view of what is happening, and intervene where desirable.
288. Importantly, the nomination must give to the ICAC contact details of the nominee.
289. The nominee must be available and open to receive the communications and understand the
support services referred to in Sch2, 1(e) and 6.
290. Section 98 demonstrates the importance of having a knowledgeable and responsible person as
the nominee in a public body to receive protected communication.
291. When such a communication is received, the person receiving the communication appointed
pursuant to s97 must give the person who made the communication a written notice which
contains:
a) a statement that it has been received;

92

b)

the date of receipt;

c)

an indication of the content;

d)

a statement that the action of giving the report is a protected action;

s95.
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e)

information about the ICAC and contact details;

f)

the content of the Act, Schedule 2. It involves the critical issues of:
i.

the role of the ICAC;

ii.

need for confidentiality;

iii.

the apprehension of retaliation;

iv.

advice about how to avoid talking to others and destroying the effect of protection;

v.

how to seek a declaration that the communication is protected; and

vi.

the importance of not providing false or misleading information and the penalties
involved if you do so.

Retaliation: Sections 100 to 105
292. It is important to note that a person against whom there has been a retaliation, and the person
who has retaliated have, respectively, rights and liabilities. Sections 100 to 105 of the Act set
these out.
293. If a person has been a victim of retaliation they may:
a)

sue for compensation as if for damages for a tort;93

b)

seek an injunction. The court may grant –
i.

a mandatory injunction which can order positive things to be done e.g. you have
retaliated against the applicant. Now remedy that by doing certain things;

ii.

the main type of injunction which is an order to someone to stop doing something; or

iii.

both, which are open under s103(1) of the Act.

294. The ICAC can apply for an injunction under s103(2) of the Act. If a matter is urgent, an interim, or
temporary, injunction can be sought to temporarily stop something under s102(3).
295. Section 104 sets out the matters a Court must take into account in making orders for
compensation or for an injunction.
296. Section 105 highlights the importance of a public body controlling its processes in relation to
retaliation. This may be both a primary and a vicarious liability on the part of the public body. It
also reflects the fact that this legislation cannot be delegated
297. If an employee is guilty of retaliation, the public body is also “jointly and severally liable” and can
be sued. This simply builds onto the proposition that it is the particular public body who has
primary responsibility to prevent retaliation.
298. Note that, while the term “employee of a public body” is used, this must go back to the definition
of “public officer” in s16(2)(e) and (f) where employees and contractors are defined.
299. The only way for a public body to avoid liability is to show that it has taken “reasonable steps to
prevent the employee…” from retaliating.
93

s102.
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a)

This will include having training and policies appropriately in place94. It will also include the
extent to which the relevant applicable sections of the Act (e.g. ss91, 96, and 97) have been
complied with.

300. If liability is found against a public body, then it may reduce the amount of compensation only by
showing what steps have been taken to prevent retaliation.95
301. Sections 106 to 109 set out steps that the ICAC can take to minimise retaliation. According to
s106, within 12 months of the Act commencing, the ICAC must issue guidelines and directions to
public bodies and public officers on minimising the risk of retaliation. Those guidelines may
include measures for:
a)

education and training;

b)

policies and procedures;

c)

allocating resources and responsibility;

d)

existing organisational culture;

e)

manage actual or potential retaliations;

f)

keeping the person informed of steps taken; and

g)

informing ICAC.

302. Sections 107 to 109 provide a very strong framework to protect persons from retaliation. The
ICAC can direct a public body or public officer to:
a)

arrange an offer of relocation to a victim of retaliation;

b)

manage harm after retaliation; or

c)

prevent harm from possible future retaliation.

303. The direction to relocate can only be given if the ICAC:
a)

has consulted the public body or public officer;

b)

optionally has consulted the Commissioner for Public Employment;

c)

is satisfied that the direction would assist to reduce the risk of retaliation;

d)

is satisfied that the direction would assist in mitigating harm of actual or possible retaliation;
and

e)

has taken into account the capacity of the public body or public officer.

304. If consulting with the public body or public officer would reveal the identity of a victim or open a
person up to retaliation, the ICAC does not have to consult.

94
95

s105(3).
s105(4).
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305. If the ICAC receives subsequent relevant information the ICAC can vary or revoke the direction.96
306. If a direction for relocation is given by the ICAC, then the person or body to whom it is given may
apply to the Supreme Court to vary, revoke, or revoke and replace, the direction.
307. There are then matters that the Supreme Court must take into account in making any orders. The
parties to the action are:
a) the applicant
b) the protected person
c) the ICAC
d) the Commissioner for Public Employment if the ICAC wishes.
308. The court can hear the application in private and can hear evidence from any party outside the
hearing of any other party. This is an unusual procedure, and the balance is that the Inspector is
notified, sent any relevant material, invited to attend, and ask questions and make submissions

Offences under the Act: Sections 145 to 154
309. It is necessary to understand the offence provisions within the ICAC Act. Offences may occur at
any point of a dealing with a person. Offence provisions are found in Division 5 (ss145-152), and
within other sections of the Act.
310. The following table is a summary of offence provisions:
Section
32

Offence
Breach made an offence by s148

34
41
46
71
72
77

Breach made an offence by s149
Breach may be made an offence by s149
Relation to a direction at a public inquiry, breach made an offence by s150
A requirement made of a person, breach created by ss71(2)-(3)
Conduct contrary to a Retention Notice made an offence by s72(2)
Directions to public officer or body to refrain from doing something, breach is
created by s77(2)
If a person looks at an item or evidence the subject of a claim of privilege either
before the Supreme Court decides on before it is returned to the claimant, it is an
offence under ss90(6)-(7)
A person (any person) engaging in retaliation commits an offence under s100(1)
A public officer who is in a superior position who engages in retaliation against a
person in the course of management, supervision or control commits an offence
under s101(1)
A person who ceases to be an authorised officer under the Act, and fails to return
the person’s identity card within 21 days commits an offence under s133(1)
Any person who is performing functions under the Act, who obtains information
while doing so, and deliberate conduct leads to disclosure of that information
commits an offence

90

100
101

133
145

96

s107(6).
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146

147

148
150
151

152
153
154(1)
154(2)

Any person who obtains information from ICAC other than in the course of
performing functions connected to administering the Act, and deliberate conduct
leads to disclosure of the information commits an offence
The ICAC can direction information not be disclosed by a person, including
information given by ICAC, the fact of an investigation, the fact that the person has
given information to the ICAC. If there is a breach of that section then s147(4)
creates an offence
See ss32, 34 and 41 above
See s46 above
The ICAC can give directions under s107 to a public body or public officer on
protection of whistleblowers. If a person contravenes a direction then s51 makes
that an offence
If a person represents that they, or another person, is an authorised officer they
commit an offence
If a person obstructs an authorised offence doing anything in an official capacity
then the person commits an offence
If a person knows that information is misleading and they give that information to
another person acting in an official capacity the person commits an offence
If a person knows that a document is misleading and they give that document to
another person acting in an official capacity the person commits an offence

311. Note the language of s154. It uses the term “acting in an official capacity” and nowhere mentions
the “authorised officer”. The concept may be wide enough to apply to a person giving
information, to, for example, a nominated recipient under s97. If that is so, it catches the
provision of misleading information at that point. That makes sense because that person has an
obligation to pass information onto the ICAC. The ICAC must be able to respond to misleading
information.
312. Importantly, Office of the ICAC staff can be guilty of an offence under some of the provisions; for
example, ss90, 145, and 152-154.
313. Section 147 deserves additional comment. The provision, as said elsewhere, creates an offence if
a person breaches a direction given by ICAC not to disclose material.
314. Three different situations arise where a direction may be given:
a) the ICAC might give information to a person;
b) a person is aware that an investigation is ongoing;
c) a person is required to answer questions or produce items under ss32, 34 and 71(1)(g).
315. It is obvious that, if a person discloses any of those facts to another, it may prejudice the
investigation. Even worse, a person may be opened to a risk of retaliation.
316. Therefore, a direction can be given that the information supplied, the fact that there is an
investigation, and the fact that a person has been given a notice will not be revealed to anyone
else.
317. (D) This is an important provision. When we meet any of the situations above:
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a) a direction should be given. There would need to be a compelling reason not to give a
direction.
b) the direction must include all of the matters in s147(2), namely:
i.

if regulations require the direction to be record, the means of locating the record in the
register (there are to date, no regulations);

ii.

the date the direction expires;

iii.

a statement whether or not it is the first or subsequent direction given to the same
person in respect of the same information;

iv.

a statement that, if the information becomes public knowledge, the direction ceases.

318. The reason for inserting a date of cessation is that the direction cannot be longer than 12 months.
But a second, or subsequent, direction can be given for the same information.
319. The exception to the 12 months is that it can be longer if necessary to protect a person’s safety
or wellbeing, or to protect the identity of someone. Because this is an exception, it must be given
consideration in every instance.
320. (D) There are no regulations yet requiring the recording of details. However, this constitutes a
direction to do so. A register will be established to record the relevant material and will be the
subject of an electronic reminder a month before the expiry of the direction. If there is no expiry
date, the matter must be reviewed every six months and electronic reminder inserted to ensure
that occurs.
321. (D) There are two reasons for this level of recording and accuracy.
a)

First, a direction is an imposition on a person, and should exist only insofar as it is necessary.

b)

Second, s147(4) creates an offence if a direction is breached intentionally and recklessly.
Material necessary to prosecute such an offence will be recorded in the register, which will
constitute part of the evidence.

322. (D) A certified copy of the notice itself and an affidavit of service will be included in the
appropriate files. The affidavit of service must be completed contemporaneously. If not, a reason
for any delay must be recorded in the affidavit.
323. There are defences to the prosecution, namely:
a) if the disclosure is made to a legal practitioner for advice
b) if the disclosure is made to a medial practitioner in order to obtain assistance
c) if there is a sudden or extraordinary emergency and the disclosure is the only reasonable way
to deal with the emergency, and the need for disclosure outweighs the risk to a protected
person.
324. (D) Before any prosecution action is contemplated these possible defences must be investigated
and evidence weighed.
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Service of documents: Section 157
325. It is necessary to comply with statutory formalities in order to give the ICAC the right, for example,
to have someone attend for examination.
326. The offence provisions noted elsewhere are created because, in the main, people have not
complied with a direction of the ICAC.
327. (D) The commencement of a right to act will be, often, the service of a document.
328. (D) Section 157 sets out how to achieve that. It is necessary to comply with the requirements of
the Interpretation Act s25, that is:
a)

by giving the document to a person;

b)

if it is a body, by giving the document to the executive officer;

c)

by giving the document to a person authorised by the recipient to receive it e.g. a legal
practitioner

d)

by sending the document in the post to the recipient’s address, in which case it is deemed
to be served in when it would ordinarily have been delivered

e)

by sending the document to the current fax number of a recipient in which case the time of
service is the time of faxing

f)

by leaving the document at the recipient’s address with someone over the apparent age of
16 who appears to work or live there, in which case it is considered served when the
document is left there

g)

under s157(1)(b) by sending the document as an attachment to an email to the recipients
email address, in which case it is served when it is sent. Evidence can be given to the
contrary.

329. The difference between the methods of service is that, if it is done under the Interpretation Act,
the document is taken to have been served. Under the email provision, s157(3), while the
document, is, prima facie, taken to have been served, that can be disputed.
330. Significantly, if all of those methods are ineffectual, the ICAC may authorise some other way. The
note to s157(2) suggests one way may be by the recipient’s social media account.
331. (D) We must give proper consideration to the best form of service. That best form will be the
manner most likely to bring the document to the attention of the recipient. It is fundamental that
the recipient have knowledge of the document.
332. (D) A template affidavit of service must be completed immediately upon service. That affidavit
will note:
a)

the form of service

b)

why you reasonably thought that the document would come to the attention of the recipient
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c)

how you determined the identity, or address, or fax number, or email address of the person

d)

the date and time the document was served by reference to the forms of service above.

333. (D) If there is any delay in completing the affidavit of service, the reason for the delay must be
recorded in the affidavit.
334. (D) Finally, if an alternative form of service is necessary under s157(2), it is only the ICAC who can
authorise that. You cannot simply form an opinion and effect service. Section 125(2) says that the
ICAC cannot delegate this function.
335. (D) If the substituted form of service is used, an affidavit will be prepared as to the reason for
believing that a document served in the proposed manner will come to the attention of the
proposed recipient. The ICAC will also prepare an affidavit setting out the basis of the ICAC’s
action.
336. (D) A certified copy of any document so served, and any affidavit of service will be entered into
the case management system and otherwise appropriately filed.

Transitional provisions: Sections 161 to 168
337. The ICAC Act commenced on 30 November 2018. Section 160 repealed the Public Information
Disclosure Act as of that day.
338. By s162, all public interest disclosures made under the PID Act continue as if made under the ICAC
Act, falling under the protected communications of this Act.
339. In respect of current matters, s163 says that the current PID investigations are taken over by the
ICAC, and the public interest disclosures made in those matters are to be treated as protected
communications under the Act.97
340. When the ICAC takes over a matter, the ICAC must notify the discloser:
a)

that the ICAC has taken over the matter; and

b)

what the ICAC has done about it.

341. Section 164 bears the heading ‘Information and records to be transferred’ and transfers from PID
to the ICAC, without limiting the material:
a)

all information and records in the possession or control of the PID Commissioner

b)

any information of both a disclosure and purported disclosure that is not a current
investigation, including information related to:

97

i.

preliminary enquiries

ii.

informal referrals

iii.

formal referrals

iv.

past investigations

s163(3).
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v.
c)

past reports

any information that may identify a discloser or purported discloser, or in any way relates to
dealing with same

d)

any legal advice or information that relates to actual or potential legal proceedings

e)

any confidential information from a law enforcement agency.

342. Section 165 deals with ss18-19 of the PID Act:
a)

Section 18 allows a public officer to apply to the responsible chief executive for relocation
as a result of reprisal, or apprehension of a reprisal against the officer. The chief executive
can direct the relocation within the same public body, or another public body

b)

Section 19 enables a review of such a direction by a public officer.

343. Section 165 keeps open, in each of the sections, incomplete procedures:
a)

in s18, a request for relocation

b)

in s19, a request for a review of such a decision.

344. Section 166 refers to a direction made by the PID Commissioner not to disclose material given
under s53B of the PID Act. Those directions remain in force for six (6) months after the repeal of
the PID Act, as if it was a direction under s147 of the ICAC Act. It is obvious from the Act that the
ICAC must review the direction in that time and then issue further directions, which will include
those matters under s53B of the PID Act.
345. Section 168 keeps alive any recommendations made by the PID Commissioner under s32 of the
PID Act. This section applies if the responsible authority to whom the recommendations were
made has not complied with the recommendations. In addition, the s33 procedure is kept open.
346. Section 168 references in ss32 and 33 of the PID Act to the PID Commissioner become references
to the ICAC, which has the effect that the ICAC gave those directions. The reporting is then to the
ICAC Minister.
347. Section 167 maintains the protection from liability under s56 of the PID Act when something is
done or omitted to be done when acting in an official capacity in good faith.
348. In respect of any protections dealt with in the transitional matters set out above, there are no
time limits set. The protections given continue to apply. The relevant provisions of the ICAC Act
continue to apply. The ICAC, additionally, assumes responsibility for directions made by the PID
Commissioner as set out above.
349. (D) Consequently, it is imperative that, in addition to all PID files coming into possession and/or
control of the ICAC, the following material be identified and collated:
a)

all public interest disclosures made under the PID Act that appear to be a disclosure under
s10, which is not:
i.

a disagreement about a policy
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ii.

an employment-related grievance (expect in the instance of a reprisal)

iii.

an abuse of process

iv.

known to be misleading (PID Act ss10 and 14(4)

b)

all current investigations98

c)

all requests for relocation under PID Act ss18-1999

d)

all non-disclosure directions made under PID Act s53B100

e)

all recommendations made under PID Act101

f)

all considerations under PID Act s32(2)102

350. (D) Material set out above referred to in s164 should be indexed, and the specific matters dealt
with in s164(2)(a) to (d) identified by reference to a case management program or other recording
mechanism e.g. spreadsheet.

98

s163
s165
100
s166
101
s32(1)
102
s168
99
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Conflict of Interest
351. If you breach the conflict of interest rule, then:
a) you are guilty of corrupt conduct103
b) you have committed a criminal offence under the amended Criminal Code at s77, and maybe
under ss 76-80. The maximum penalties range from 2 years imprisonment to 10 years
imprisonment
c) you have committed a breach of discipline under s49 of the Public Sector Employment and
Management Act 2012 (the Employment Act) by acting contrary to ss5F and the Employment
Instruction Number 12. Such a breach endangers your employment as set out in s49C of the
Employment Act.
352. The term ‘conflict of interest’ is a short hand way of saying a conflict between your personal
interest and your duty to the Northern Territory. The phrase does not use the word ‘duty’, but it
is what it is about.
353. But that does not do it justice. It is your personal interest and your duty to the
Northern Territory that is the issue. The conflict is entirely yours, not the Northern Territory’s.
354. So it is your conscience, good faith, loyalty and trust that is involved in this area. This is called in
Equity the ‘duty and interest rule’ (see Conflict on Interest in Equity).
355. There is another aspect to this conflict. You may have an interest (using the word broadly) in a
non-government organisation (NGO), a sporting club, a charitable trust or a company. The
interest that you have may be, as examples, as a board member; a trustee; or a director.
356. These positions create legal obligations to the organisations. These obligations are duties that
you owe to the organisation.
357. The term ‘conflict of interest’ will embrace those duties. In this instance, your duty to (interest
in) the organisation cannot conflict with your duty to the Northern Territory.

Conflict of interest in equity
358. It is an inflexible rule of Court of Equity that a person in a fiduciary position…is not, unless expressly
provided, entitled to make a profit; he is not allowed to put himself in a position where his interest
and duty conflict104.
359. The message is clear enough. The requirement is that you ensure that you act in good conscience.
That means that you do not put your interest before that of the NTG.
360. Equity was so opposed to a breach of fiduciary duty that it provided remedies against such
breaches. The Supreme Court can:
103

ss10(2)(c)(ii) and 10(6).
Bray v Ford [1886] A.C.H.H at 51 per Lord Herschell. Extracted by PD Finn in Fiduciary Obligations, Law Book
Company Limited, 1977, para 462.
104
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a)

restrain a person from continuing to conduct themselves wrongfully in breach of the duty;

b)

allow the person who is wronged to recover any profit made, or property obtained, from the
wrongdoer;

c)

create a constructive trust in favour of the wronged person over any property that the
wrongdoer has obtained;

d)

award damages, or equitable compensation, for any loss suffered.

361. The law says that you should not get away with anything you gain from a breach of a fiduciary
duty.
362. That is the background to the concept to a conflict of interest. That law remains relevant and in
place, and can be used against such wrongful action if you, as a public officer, breach the duty.
363. A fiduciary is any person who undertakes to act for, on behalf of, another in some particular
matter or matters.
364. Obligations arrive as soon as ‘he has undertaken to act upon for and on behalf of another’ (Finn,
at para467).
365. ‘Fiduciary’ is a word which describes a person who must show loyalty to another, and act in good
conscience in performing the job arising from the relationship.
366. The requirement is to ensure that you act in good conscience, which means that you do not put
your interest before that of the Northern Territory Government.

Conflict of interest in the ICAC Act
367. But it is now much more than that. A breach of the conflict of interest is now defined as corruption
under the ICAC Act.105
368. A public officer and a public body as defined in the ICAC Act are performing the functions of the
NTG, and the people and the leaders therefore must act with good conscience and in the interests
only of the NTG.
369. Neither public officers nor public bodies can put their own interests in competition with those of
the NTG.
370. The term ‘conflict of interest’; is a conflict between your personal interest and your duty to the
NTG.
371. The consequences of a breach of the conflict of interest rule under the ICAC Act are as follows:
a)

if the ICAC becomes aware of a possible breach of the conflict of interest rules, then, because
it may constitute corruption, an investigation will be commenced;106

105
106

s10(2)(c)(ii).
s31.
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b)

the ICAC may require you, or any other person, to answer questions or produce items;107

c)

the ICAC has power to go to your bank, or whoever holds your financial records, and inspect
them;108

d)

the ICAC can require a person relevant to the inquiry to give evidence under oath
(privately);109

e)

the ICAC can conduct a joint investigation with, for example, the Police or your
department;110

f)

the ICAC can prepare and publish an investigation report to a responsible body (for example,
your Chief Executive Officer);111

g)

the ICAC can prepare a brief of evidence to an authority for prosecution or disciplinary
action;112

h)

alternatively, if it is in the public interest,113 the ICAC may hold a public inquiry for the
investigation;114

i)

the ICAC can compel witnesses to attend a public inquiry and give evidence under oath;115

j)

if there is a public inquiry, the ICAC must provide a public inquiry report within 3 months,
give it to the appropriate Minister who must table it in Parliament.116

372. Generally, the ICAC can make public statements about investigations which have been
conducted, provided the public statement is consistent with s55.
373. Generally, as a result of an investigation:
a)

you may be exonerated;

b)

you may face prosecution;

c)

you may face disciplinary action;

d)

you may be the subject of a public report handed to Parliament;

e)

you may face civil proceedings to make you hand over any benefit you have obtained.

107

s32.
s33.
109
s34.
110
ss38 and 25.
111
s50
112
s57
113
See s20 and Schedule 1
114
s39.
115
ss41 and 34.
116
s52.
108
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Conflict of interest and the criminal law
374. By the ICAC (Consequential and Related Amendments) Act 2017, the Criminal Code Act was
amended upon commencement of the ICAC Act (30 November 2018).
375. The amendments have a wider application than conflict of interest, but relate to that as well.
376. The amendments create offences:
a)

if you use confidential information knowingly and disclose it (maximum penalty 3 years
imprisonment);117

b)

if you use confidential information knowingly and disclose it, intending by that to gain a
benefit (maximum penalty 5 years imprisonment);118

c)

if a public officer requests or knowingly obtains a benefit to influence their performance of
their powers or functions as a public officer (maximum penalty 10 years imprisonment);119

d)

if any person offers to give, or gives a benefit to a public officer as an inducement or a reward
to influence the performance of powers or functions (maximum penalty 10 years
imprisonment);120

e)

as at (c), but that the benefit or reward would ‘tend to’ influence the performance of powers
or functions (maximum penalty 5 years imprisonment);121

f)

if you have a private interest, and do not properly disclose it, and you would be able to
exercise duties and functions that substantially affect that private interest (maximum
penalty 7 years imprisonment).122

377. The above is but an outline of the offences a conflict of interest may create. It is not a precise
analysis of the elements of the offence.

Public sector employees
In your contract of employment
378. Your relationship with the NTG, as a public sector employee, is set up by the
Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2012 (the Employment Act).
379. Sections 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, 5E and 5F set out the general principles of the relationship.
380. Of those, s5F describes the way in which, generally, you will conduct yourself:
a)

The performance and conduct principle is that a public sector officer must do the following:
i.

carry out the officer's duties as follows:

117

Criminal Code Act (NT), s76(1).
Criminal Code Act (NT), s76(4)
119
Criminal Code Act (NT), s77(1)
120
Criminal Code Act (NT), s77(3).
121
Criminal Code Act (NT), s78(3).
122
Criminal Code Act (NT), s79(4).
118
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1.

objectively, impartially, professionally and with integrity;

2.

to the best of the officer's ability;

3.

in accordance with the Act and any code of conduct applicable to the officer under
s16(2)(c);

i.

treat other public sector officers, other persons in the workplace and members of the
public fairly, equitably and with proper courtesy and consideration;

ii.

ensure effective, efficient and appropriate use of public resources;

iii.

avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest between personal or other interests and
duties as a public sector officer;

iv.

ensure the officer's personal conduct does not:
1.

adversely affect the performance of the officer's duties as a public sector officer;
or

2.
b)

bring the Public Sector into disrepute.

In this section public sector officer means the Commissioner, a Chief Executive Officer or an
employee.

381. Each of the propositions in subsection (a) are relevant to the conflict of interest rule, but
subsection (a)(iv) is specifically directed to it.
382. First, the wording is a little different to the ICAC Act. The ICAC Act refers to an ‘actual or
perceived’123 conflict, whereas the Employment Act refers to ‘actual or apparent’ conflicts. That
makes no difference to your obligations.
383. Second, the Employment Act refers to ‘personal or other interests’. That includes, namely, a ‘duty’
to an organisation at the time.
384. Third, the provision makes it your personal conflict between your interest (including duties) and
your duty to the NTG.
385. In addition, by subsection (1)(a)(iii) above, you must act in accordance with any Code of Conduct
produced by the Commissioner of Public Employment under s16(2)(c) of the
Employment Act. Such a code is the Employment Instrument Number 12, published by the then
Commissioner of Public Employment on 14 December 2011.
386. Clause 16 of that Code refers directly to conflicts of interest. Clause 16 requires you to disclose
‘any financial or other interests’ upon becoming aware that a potential conflict between personal
interest and official duty, whether real or apparent, has arisen or is likely to arise.

Role of a Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
387. The Code of Conduct, Employment Instruction Number 12, made under the Employment Act
seeks to anticipate a potential conflict.

123

s10(2)(c)(ii).
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388. By Clause 16.1, you must disclose in writing to your Chief Executive Officer (CEO) your financial
or other interests the moment you become aware of a ‘potential conflict’ whether real or
apparent.
389. Clause 16.4 places an obligation on a CEO to decide what to do when faced with a ‘real or
apparent conflict of interest’. The CEO must decide:
a)

whether you can continue with the duty which creates the conflict;

b)

whether to request you to get rid of the interest which creates the conflict;

c)

whether to rearrange duties so that there is no real or apparent conflict.

390. Additionally, under Clause 16.2 and 16.3, a CEO can require you to list the ‘financial or other
interests’ of yourself and immediate family.
391. Compliance with that procedure should eliminate most conflicts, actual, perceived or potential.
392. However, there could be circumstances where the potential for a conflict of interest is so
significant that some further steps should be taken.
393. Clause 16.2 is such a step. It is a significant inroad into a person’s private affairs, and should not
be taken lightly. Under this Clause, a CEO can request the staff member to disclose matters such
as shareholdings, trusts, interests in land and property, liabilities, other employment,
directorships and local government office.
394. Clause 16.3 may require you to disclose that same information about your immediate family.
395. The precondition to such disclosures is if it is ‘appropriate’. That requires a very good reason
based on facts. It is the sort of inquiry that the ICAC may make in the course of an investigation.
396. It is, however, an example of the extent to which you must examine your own situation in coming
to the conclusion yourself about a conflict for that purpose.
397. Clause 20 deals with acceptance of gifts and benefits. This is closely aligned with considering your
interests in preference to those of the NTG. The ICAC Act, by s10(6) says that ‘conflict of interest’
includes obtaining ‘any benefit whether pecuniary or otherwise’ for yourself.
398. In summary, if you act to your benefit in conflict with your duty to the Northern Territory, then
you are carrying out your duties in breach of the Employment Act, s5F because:
a)

b)

you are not acting:
i.

objectively, impartially, professionally and with integrity;

ii.

to the best of your ability;

iii.

in accordance with the Act and any Code.

you are not treating your fellow officers fairly, equitably and courteously. You are getting a
benefit that they are not;

c)

you are not using public resources effectively, efficiently and appropriately;
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d)

you have not avoided the actual or apparent conflict;

e)

your personal conduct:
i.

has adversely affected the performance of your duties;

ii.

has brought the Public Sector into disrepute.

399. This is not a theoretical discussion of the issue. A breach has serious consequences to your
employment contract. By the Employment Act, s49, if you fail to comply with s5F and any Code,
then you have committed a breach of discipline, and a CEO can take action against you under
s49A. What the CEO can do in taking action is set of in s49C of the Employment Act.

Identifying conflicts
400. Consider the following hypothetical:
Example 1: You are on a selection panel for a position, and a close relative is an applicant and is
to be interviewed by the panel.
This would be an actual conflict between your interest in respect of your relative and your duty
to the NTG to ensure the Merit Principle124 and the Performance and Conduct principle125 are
applied.
Example 2: You are on a panel which determines grants to NGOs, and you are also a director
member of the NGO under consideration for a grant.
This would be an actual conflict between your interest in, or duty to, the NGO, and your duty to
the NTG to ensure, amongst other things, the Performance and Conduct principle126 and the
Administration Management principle.127
Example 3: You have the responsibility to let contracts in the area of procurements. You let such
contracts to your son. You let such contracts to Company A, shares in which are owned by
Company B and you are a director and/or stakeholder in Company B.
In the first situation, a clear actual conflict exists between your interest in your son getting a
benefit, and your duty to the NTG.
In the second situation, you still have an actual conflict between your interest in company A, even
though it is once removed, and your duty to the NTG.
Example 4: You are on a selection panel for a position and your second cousin is to be interviewed
by the panel.
Opinion will differ as to whether this will be an ‘apparent’ or ‘perceived’ or a ‘potential’ conflict
of interest. Will that relationship prevent you from choosing the best candidate on the merits?
Will there be a benefit to you in your second cousin getting the position? What does that look
like to sensible people?
124

Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2012 (NT), s5D.
Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2012 (NT), s5F.
126
Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2012 (NT), s5F.
127
Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2012 (NT), s5B.
125
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Example 5: You are on a panel assessing tenders for major works. Your son has a business and is
used as a subcontractor by one of the tenderers. You son receives the subcontract only after a
bidding process for the subcontract work.
Opinion will differ as to whether this will be an ‘apparent’ or ‘perceived’ or a ‘potential’ conflict
of interest. Will the facts stop you from obtaining the best contractor in the circumstances? Will
you be receiving a benefit, or causing a detriment to somebody? What does it look like to sensible
people?
Example 6: The facts are the same as Example 5. But your son’s business has been going badly
for a while, and his machinery is in danger of being repossessed.
That simple change in the facts, turns it into an actual conflict of interest, or at least ‘apparent’
or ‘perceived’ or a ‘potential’ conflict of interest. That is because there will be a perception that
you will be trying to give your son the best possible chance of getting work.
Example 7: You are in procurement for a standard piece of equipment and the manufacturer is
tendering. The manufacturer produces a thousand units a year, and the NTG requirement is for
only 10 units. You have shares in a company which supplies the metal to the manufacturer to
make the equipment.
Example 8: You assess tenders for capital expenditure for construction of buildings. Your father
does not tender for that. He has not bid for subcontractor work on such projects in the past, but
he may bid for work as a subcontractor on those projects. Is there a possible conflict in the future?
Is there an actual conflict? Is there an ‘apparent’ or ‘perceived’ or ‘potential’ conflict? Are you
receiving a benefit from the contract? Are you causing a detriment to any other contractor? What
would a sensible person think?
401. You will meet the above situations from time to time, as well as some which are difficult to
foresee.
402. An actual or apparent conflict of interest is one which, on its face, is clear to sensible people that
it is a conflict because there is some benefit to the decision maker. There will also probably be
some detriment caused to someone else, e.g. another supplier, or employee who miss out on the
contract or promotion.
403. A perceived or apparent conflict is one which may not be immediately apparent. However, after
analysis of the facts and asking the appropriate questions, it becomes clear that there could be a
conflict of interest.
404. The description used in the various Acts and Directions are ‘potential’, “perceived or apparent”.
I have used the question ‘what would a sensible person think?’ That is because the test for an
“apparent” or “perceived” or “potential” conflict is an objective test. It would not be left to a
whim or a fancy in someone’s opinion which is devoid of any fact. “Perceived” means some to
understand facts. “Apparent” means something that is seen and understood. “Potential” means
showing facts that may develop into something. It is something similar to the use of the word
“reasonable”. There must be a basis to your opinion.
405. Some answers are clear, and a person in good faith will identify a conflict: Examples 1, 2 and 6
above, and the first point of Example 3.
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406. Other situations are not so clear: Examples 4, 5, 7 and 8, and the second point of Example 3.

How to identify a conflict
407. The area of conflict of interest is about good conscience, loyalty, trust and good faith. Therefore
you must bring those characteristics to look at the facts you have.
408. It is important to have all the relevant, accurate facts in front of you.
409. You must ask yourself if you are receiving any benefit ‘whether pecuniary or otherwise’. The word
‘otherwise’ in that context means some benefit other than money or gifts, and may include the
intangible benefit to you of seeing a relative or friend in a better financial position.
410. You must ask yourself if you are causing a detriment to someone else. Another supplier or
employee may be disadvantaged by what you do if you act inappropriately.
411. You must ask yourself what a sensible, honest person would do in the circumstances. By this, you
are testing your own views.
412. If there is any doubt in your mind in respect to any of the above answers, then you should do the
following:
a)

disclose all of the facts to a superior, or, if you are the superior, then to a peer;

b)

take that person’s advice. Allow that person to ask the same questions as you have, based
on the same facts. Allow that person to examine the facts to see if you have left out relevant
facts, or included irrelevant facts;

c)

if you are left in any doubt, remove yourself from the decision making. If that is not possible,
then you must disclose all relevant facts to every affected party, for example, to every
tenderer. You could proceed only if every effected person consents to that. That is not likely;

d)

in those circumstances, you will be forced to withdraw, and an alternate process must be
found.

ICAC staff
413. Most ICAC staff will be public sector employees. They will therefore be subject to the duties and
responsibilities which attach to that; for example, the Code of Conduct, Employment Instrument
Number 12.
414. In addition, the ICAC staff will be subject to any Directions or Guidance provided by the ICAC
under the ICAC Act to any public body or public officers.
415. The only difference to any the public officer is that the ICAC staff, in performing their functions
under the ICAC Act, are subject to the direction only by the ICAC.
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Summary
416. In a small jurisdiction such as the Northern Territory, there will be numerous occasions when you,
as a public officer, will have to consider whether or not you have a conflict of interest.
417. The important thing is to be able to identify those occasions. There is nothing wrong with the fact
that a conflict may arise. The critical thing is how you will deal with it.
418. First, you must keep in mind that a breach of the conflict of interest rule:
a)

is, in equity, a breach for which the NTG could recover, in the Supreme Court, any benefit
you receive from it, and stop you by injunction from continuing to be in conflict

b)

is corrupt conduct under the ICAC Act

c)

is an offence under the Criminal Code, for which maximum penalties range from
2 years to 10 years imprisonment

d)

is a breach of discipline under the Public Sector Employment and Management Act which
can seriously prejudice your employment.

419. Second, disclose the actual or potential conflict to your superior.
420. Third, analyse the situation with your superior:
a)

Am I gaining a benefit, whether money, goods or otherwise?

b)

Am I causing a detriment to somebody else?

c)

Am I complying with the General Principles relating to the Public Sector?

d)

What would an honest, sensible person do?

421. Fourth, if you are left in any doubt, you should remove yourself from the situation.
422. Fifth, if you and your superior or peer are left in no doubt that there is no breach of the conflict
of interest rule, then you may proceed.
423. Sixth, keep in mind that this is one area where a conservative approach is desirable.
424. The aim of the rule is not to impede the functions of government, but to ensure the integrity of
government by, for example, ‘ensuring the effective, efficient, and appropriate use of public
resources’.128

128 128

Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2012 (NT), s5B(b).
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Defining the use of “reason”
425. The Act has numerous instances of direct use of “reasonable”, and many references to the word
in other contexts.
426. Direct references:
Section
s10(2)

Subject
Corruption

s11(2)

Misconduct

s12(2)

Incompetence

ss32(5), 71,
74(4) and
75(5)
ss36(2) and
44(2)
ss 37 and 45

Item seized

ss48, 50 and
52(2)
s57
s62

s67

s68
s73

s77
S80

Legal
representation
Interpreters

Reference
Definition – behaviour “that constitutes reasonable
grounds for dismissing or terminating”
Definition – behaviour “that constitutes reasonable
grounds for taking disciplinary action”
Definition – “reasonable public officer or public body”;
“reasonably expected of a person”
Retain possession for “a reasonable period”; “allow
owner reasonable access”; seize any thing on
“reasonable grounds”
Legal representation denied “on reasonable grounds”

Interpreters denied if the ICAC believes “on reasonable
grounds”; ICAC must use “reasonable efforts to obtain
an interpreter”
ICAC reports
The ICAC may make a report if he “believes on
reasonable grounds…”; may make adverse findings after
“a reasonable opportunity to respond”
Recommendations A public body to respond to recommendations “within a
reasonable time”
Surrender
Application to Supreme Court to surrender passport
Passport
must show “reasonable grounds” the person could give
relevant evidence and on “reasonable grounds” intends
to leave Australia
Entry to premises Entry by an authorised officer to enter or remain on
premises on “reasonable grounds”; authorised officer
must produce identity upon “reasonable request”
Search warrant
Obtain a search warrant on “reasonable grounds”
Person searches
May search a person on “reasonable grounds”; may use
“reasonable force” to remove outer clothing; must give
“reasonable privacy”; done by same sex person unless
not “reasonable or practicable”; as quickly as
“reasonably practicable”
Refraining from a
Refrain from doing something on “reasonable grounds”;
direction
failure to comply can be an offence
Evidence
A “reasonable excuse” for refusal to give evidence
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427. Section 73 is a perfect example of the ways in which “reasonable” or “reasonably” may be used.
A search of a person on “reasonable grounds”, using “reasonable force” to remove outer clothing
would each be an offence of assault on the part of an authorised officer except for the effect of
this section.
428. That means that a considered opinion, based upon facts, is critically necessary. The facts upon
which you have made such a decision, and the basis for your reasoning, must be immediately
recorded for your own protection and to ensure the validity of the investigation. For example,
you would have to form an opinion that the person has something hidden under their clothes in
order to perform a search. Second, you would have to form an opinion that it is necessary to
remove, e.g. a coat, to retrieve it.
429. To conduct a search in “reasonable privacy” as quickly as “reasonably practicable” and with a
same sex person if “reasonable or practicable” may seem not to fall into the same important
category as the first two uses. However, the process is exactly the same. You must follow a
process of laying out the facts as they appear surrounding the circumstances, and then make a
decision that is reasonable in the circumstances. The facts, and the basis of your reasoning,
should be recorded immediately.
430. You cannot argue that, because it is more likely a court may scrutinise the fact of one more than
the other, you need not be as diligent in respect of the second. That is wrong for a number of
reasons:
a)

it is not completing the purpose of the Act diligently;

b)

the brief of evidence provided to the Director of Public Prosecutions or disciplinary body
must be as sound and unassailable as possible

c)

we do not know what aspects of an investigation may be attacked in a hearing

d)

you may be called to give evidence and find yourself having to defend what you have done

e)

if the exercise of a discretion is not properly done then it is an act outside of the law

f)

you only have immunity from civil or criminal liability if you have acted in good faith129.

431. As said above, a brief of evidence produced under s51 must be as sound and as unassailable as
possible. It would be a denial of our obligation to investigate and deal with improper conduct not
to do so.
432. Section 7 of the Act makes PartIIAA of the Criminal Code applicable to offences under the Act.
That means that any material that tends to negate a defence should be in the brief. It also means
that the matters put forward in the brief as elements of an offence must be proven beyond
reasonable doubt in court. Therefore the investigation must be according to the Act and
professionally completed.
433. While s7 applied to offences under the Act, exactly the same principles apply to a brief prepared
for a prosecuting or disciplinary body. In criminal matters, the above will apply. In disciplinary
matters there may be a variation on the standard of proof, but not by much.

129

s155.
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434. It is imperative that we follow procedure:
a)

record all material contemporaneously, or, if not, as soon as possible after the event with an
explanation for the delay

b)

specifically record the basis of fact and the reasoning you followed to have exercised a
discretion based on “reason”.

435. Ultimately, “reasonable” is left by the law to the good sense of the person forming the
“reasonable” view. While the courts may find it hard to explain what is “reasonable”, the courts
will tell us when, in the particular circumstances, an act is unreasonable.
436. For a recent High Court discussion on the history and application of “reasonable doubt” see The
Queen v Dookheea [2017] HCA 36.
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Confidentiality
437. The Act sets out objects in s3. Of those objects, (b)-(d) have direct application to confidentiality.
The first, (a), talks of public confidence that improper conduct will be dealt with appropriately.
That cannot be done if there are no safeguards against inappropriate allegations leading to
destruction of reputation. The second, (c), can only be effective if reports of improper conduct
can be sure of protection. That requires confidentiality. The third, (d), speaks of protecting
reports or improper conduct. That cannot be done without confidentiality.
438. By s18, the functions of the ICAC include the protection of people who have assisted the ICAC130.
If an act could reveal the identity of a protected person then it is a good reason not to perform
that act131.
439. The ICAC can refer matters to a referral entity, but does not have to disclose the original source
of information132.
440. An initial examination must be held in private.133 The reasoning for that is that an allegation
should be tested. If done in public it could affect the person’s reputation.
441. The ICAC is not required to include details of specific investigations in a general report.134
442. The ICAC’s premises and information are protected, and a person can enter only with the consent
of the ICAC or an order of the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court, in making a determination,
must have regard to the importance of keeping the identity of a protected person.
443. The ICAC can access confidential information and databases of a public body or a public officer,
but may make arrangement for the protection of confidential information.
444. While s79 takes away privilege in respect of confidential information, ss80 and 81 reintroduce it
in various forms, with further limitations in s82(6).
445. In the Whistleblower Protection part of the Act, it is stated that the Act will be administered on
the bases (interalia) that “… the identity of a protected person should be kept confidential as
anonymity is the best protection of a person from retaliation”.135
446. The ICAC has issued directions under s96, including one that the name of the person who made
the voluntary protected communication should be kept confidential. If a report is given to a
nominated recipient, that recipient has the responsibility of telling the reporter of the contents
of Sch2 of the Act that includes, at para(c) “keeping the person’s identity reduces the risk of
retaliation”.
447. The Act anticipates that, despite all protections, the identity of a person may become known.
Hence the Act creates offences if retaliation occurs. The public body is vicariously responsible for
the wrongs of its people unless it can prove it “took all reasonable steps to prevent the employee

130

s18(1)(b)
s18(4)(b)
132
s27(2)
133
s35.
134
s48(2).
135
s91(1)(c).
131
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from committing the act of retaliation.” If the employee discovers the identity of the protected
person or the public body then it would be hard pressed to run such a defence.136
448. If a person did disclose the identity of a protected person, then an offence may have been
committed under s145. That could also apply to an ICAC employee who disclosed a name.
449. If a person obtains confidential information from ICAC other than in the course of work, and
discloses that information, then an offence under s146 may have been committed.
450. Section 107 enables the ICAC to give directions to protect a person from retaliation. The
discretion to do so is broad and will inevitably include a direction to keep the identity of a person
confidential. A breach of such a direction is an offence under s151.
451. Confidentiality is the cornerstone of the Act because:
a)

the Act says so

b)

it will assist in building confidence in the processes of the Act

c)

it will protect reputations of people against whom inappropriate accusations are made

d)

it will protect whistleblowers against retaliation.

452. Confidentiality is the responsibility of all the ICAC staff.

136

ss105(1)-(2).
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Delegation
453. The Act has power specifically given to the ICAC and powers given to authorised officers.
Examples are in Part 5 of the Act, the general information gathering powers of ICAC. See ss76-77,
contrasted with ss66-75.
454. While all powers are those of the ICAC, the ICAC can appoint, in writing “a person to be an
authorised officer”.137 The instrument of appointment will effectively delegate, or give, those
powers to that person. Therefore, it is imperative that the appointment is properly made and
recorded. Those powers are principally found in ss66-75.
455. The ICAC then has powers given specifically to that position e.g. ss31-47, 48, 50-58, 61-63, 65, 75
and 76. However, the ICAC can delegate “any of the ICAC’s functions under the Act to a suitable
member of the ICAC staff…”138
456. There are two things, though, that cannot be delegated.
a)

The ICAC cannot delegate the power under s157(2) to allow substituted evidence of a
document.

b)

Second, the ICAC cannot delegate the power to delegate (Interpretation Act s46A(2)). In
other words, the ICAC is the only person who can delegate a power to another person. An
authorised person, or a person delegated a power, cannot then delegate any power to
anyone else. You, and you alone, must exercise those powers.

457. If the ICAC does not delegate a power then the Interpretation Act s46A(1), (3) and (4) control that
delegation.
458. The delegation must be to:
a) a person by name; or
b) an office, position or designation of a person; or
c) a person from time to time holding that office.

459. A delegation can therefore be to:
a)

John Smith; or

b)

Chief of Investigations; or

c)

the person holding the office from time to time.

460. When you act upon a delegation subsection (3) says that it is the ICAC who is performing the act.
While you are the person performing the act, the law says it is the ICAC’s act.
461. If the ICAC delegates a power or function subsection (4) makes it clear that the ICAC can still
perform that function or exercise that power as well.
137
138

s131(1).
s125.
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462. With all of that in mind, the power or function delegated must be described with precision with
reference to the wording of the Act.
463. Take s32(1). The ICAC can delegate the power to require a person to answer specified
information. Is the ICAC delegating the power to the delegate to formulate the question? Or is
the delegation to require a person to answer those questions specified in the specific delegation?
A conservative approach is urged and the delegation should be as fulsome as it can be.
464. The Interpretation Act s48 says that, if a power is delegated, and the delegate has to exercise a
function based upon a belief (e.g. s77(1)(a) “… believes on reasonable grounds), then it is the
delegate’s belief upon which the delegate may act.
465. However, the effect of ss46A(3) and 48 of the Interpretation Act is that, if you form the belief,
then s46A(3) makes it the ICAC’s belief.
466. Accordingly, the delegation and exercise of power under it:
a)

must be clear in its purpose

b)

specific in its terms

c)

exercised within the jurisdiction and powers of the Act

d)

based upon sufficient facts to give rise to a “reasonable” act on the part of the delegation.
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Obligations under judicial review
467. Section 20(3) provides that a person retains the right to have an ICAC decision judicially reviewed.
468. The review is performed by the Supreme Court, not the Northern Territory Civil Administrative
Tribunal (NTCAT). NTCAT has jurisdiction given to it specifically by statute. No such jurisdiction
has been given to it for ICAC139.
469. Many jurisdictions have taken the common law administrative law principles, and created a code
of the principles in a statute. The NT has not done so, so the common law rules apply.
470. The Rules of the Supreme Court, Order 56, uses the language of the prerogative writs; certiorari,
mandamus, prohibition and quo warranto. A right to relief is tied up in the writs. The relevant
part of the Rule in respect of the ICAC Act is the right to review a determination or proceeding. A
right to review a determination or proceeding must be exercised within 60 days of the
determination or proceeding.
471. (D) We cannot make a decision in the administration of the ICAC Act except as follows:
a)

the decision is within jurisdiction: that is, there is a provision in the Act that allows us to
make it;

b)

the decision was made for a proper purpose, i.e. one for which there is power, and not made
in bad faith e.g. an ulterior motive, for an improper purpose;

c)

the decision must not be made by taking irrelevant facts into account e.g, we are
investigating alleged improper conduct, and we take into account an altogether different
allegation as some proof that the person must therefore have committed the act being
investigated;

d)

the decision must be based on facts, and must be reasonable: that is, it cannot be a decision
which no reasonable person could reach;

e)

in reaching a decision, the person against whom the decision is being made must know the
nature of the allegation and the evidence against the person, and be given a proper
opportunity to answer the allegation; that is, the person must be given natural justice;

f)

if our decision is about exercising a discretion, then no one else can direct how we reach that
conclusion. The ICAC may issue guidelines on how to reach a conclusion, but cannot direct
what the conclusion should be.

How do these rules come into play in respect of the ICAC Act?
472. There are many instances in the Act where the ICAC, or an authorised officer, must reach a
decision and exercise a discretion.

139

Northern Territory Civil Administrative Tribunal Act, s30.
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473. Generally, s20 provides a jurisdictional framework. Subsection (1) says that the ICAC must
exercise powers in the ‘public interest’. That means taking into account the matters set out in
Sch1 of the Act. The ICAC alone can determine what of those factors are ‘relevant and
appropriate’ in any case, and can take into account “any other circumstances the ICAC considers
relevant”.
474. In addition, s21 says nobody can direct the ICAC about the way that the ICAC performs functions
under the Act, or what priority was given to any particular consideration.
475. Those provisions can illustrate two of the principles above. First, if the ICAC decided to exercise a
discretion because it was, say, in the interests of the ICAC Office and staff to do so, it would be,
in all probability a matter which would attract the public interest. Therefore, the ICAC’s decision
can be reviewed by the Supreme Court.
476. The second illustration is s21. There may be an issue in which a politician or a business person
had a strong interest, and in one or other of their interests, they demanded the ICAC to act in a
particular way. If the ICAC, as a result of the demand or direction, did so act, it would be an
improper decision and can be reviewed by the Supreme Court.
477. (D) Examples where the Act says you must give a person natural justice are:

a)

if a person is required to answer questions, they are to be told the nature of the questions
to be asked;140

b)

Section 34(2) requires a similar notice, with the addition of the fact that the person is under
investigation;

c)

if a person requests legal representation at an examination, that right must be given and
may make submissions;141

d)

if there is to be a public inquiry, the general purpose and scope of the inquiry must be
announced142;

e)

if allegations are made against a person or body at a public inquiry which could affect the
ICAC’s findings, then the ICAC must give the person or body a reasonable right to respond;143

f)

if an ICAC’s investigation report proposes making an adverse finding against a body or
person, then the body or person –
i.

must know what the adverse material is;

ii.

must be given an opportunity to respond.

478. The ICAC must include a fair representation of that response in the report;144

140

s32(2).
s36.
142
s39.
143
s43.
144
s50.
141
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479. Section 52 provides that the exact same is to apply to material in a public inquiry report.
480. There are other circumstances in the Act where a decision has to be made by the ICAC or a
delegate or an authorised officer, for example:
a)

entering premises;145

b)

applying for a search warrant;146

c)

searching premises and people, and seizing items.147

481. Decisions must be properly made, based on sound facts, fairly executed and not for any other
purpose.
482. A person affected by any decision can apply for relief to the Supreme Court. They can ask the
Court for the following (the definitions are not precise, but adequate for our purposes);
a)

Certiorari – bring the matter to Court for review;

b)

Quo warranto – show the Court what authority you claim to have to do an act;

c)

Prohibition – stop doing what you are doing wrongly;

d)

Mandamus – do what you are legally required to do.

483. In addition, a Court could make a declaration that the decision made by us is invalid, and order
the decision be set aside.
484. If an order is made by the Supreme Court then:
a)

if it was in respect of a step along the way, the whole proceeding following would collapse;

b)

if it was in respect of a final determination, that is swept aside.

145

s66.
s68.
147
s71.
146
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